Registration (15th Floor, Central Space)
   Thursday (April 18): 10 AM - 6 PM
   Friday (April 19): 8 AM - 5 PM
   Saturday (April 20): 8 AM - 5 PM

Book Exhibit and Café (15th Floor, 1501)
   Thursday: 11 AM - 6 PM
   Friday: 9 AM - 6 PM (8 AM for the Café)
   Saturday: 9 AM - 6 PM (8 AM for the Café)

Opening Reception (15th Floor, Central Space)
   Thursday: 8.15 PM
   Welcoming by Kimberly Marten, Harriman Institute
   Co-MCs: Sherrill Stroschein and Zsuzsa Csergo

Closing Reception (15th Floor, Central Space)
   Saturday: 7:00 PM
   Presentation of the ASN 2013 Best Doctoral Student Paper Awards,
   the Harriman ASN 2013 Book Prize and
   the ASN 2013 Audience Award for Film
   Co-MCs: Julie George and Harris Mylonas

ASN Meetings
   Friday: 9-11 AM (Ethnopolitics Editorial Board) (Room TBA)
   Friday: 1:20 - 2:50 PM (Program Committee) (Room 1219)
   Saturday: 9-11 AM (Executive Committee/Advisory Board) (Room 1219)
   Saturday: 11:20 AM - 1:20 PM (Nationalities Papers Editorial Board) (Room 1201)
   Saturday: 1:20 - 2:50 PM (AAUS) (Room 1201)
PANEL BK8

Democracy, Elections and Post-War Reconstruction in Bosnia

CHAIR

Dženeta Karabegovic
(U of Warwick, UK)
<d.karabegovic@warwick.ac.uk>

PAPERS

Iva Pauker
(U of Melbourne, Australia)
<iva.pauker@gmail.com>

Re-evaluating the Theory and Methodology of Inter-Ethnic Reconciliation in Post-Conflict Societies: Is There a Case for Indirect Reconciliation?

Natalia A. Peral
(Central European U, Hungary)
<peral_natalia-andrea@ceu-budapest.edu>

Riding the Tide of Post-War Reconstruction in Bosnia: Jajce and Bugojno Between 1995-2012

Immaculada Serrano
(Juan March Institute, Madrid, Spain)
<iserrano@ceacs.march.es>

Ethnic Versus Civic Politics: The Role of Violence and Displacement

DISCUSSANT

Tina Mavrikos-Adamou
(Hofstra U, NY, US)
<tinamavadamou@gmail.com>
The Association for the Study of Nationalities

2013 World Convention

Columbia University

18-20 April 2013

Thursday April 18th Session I 11:00 AM - 1:00 PM

Panel BK21

Bounding or Dividing? Diasporas, Minorities, and Migrations in Lithuanian and Yugoslav Memories

Chair

TBA

Papers

Egidijus Aleksandravicius
(Vytautas Magnus U, Kaunas, Lithuania)
< e.aleksandravicius@hmf.vdu.lt >
Migration and Identity: Lithuanians in the Post-Colonial Trap

Linas Venclauskas
(Vytautas Magnus U, Kaunas, Lithuania)
< l.venclauskas@pmdf.vdu.lt >
Lithuanian Jewish Minority: Ours or Alien?

Tvrtko Jakovina
(U of Zagreb, Croatia)
< Tvrtko.Jakovina@ffzg.hr >
Tito’s Yugoslavia and its Diaspora

Ana Devic
(Fatih U, Istanbul, Turkey)
< ana.devic@lbss.gla.ac.uk >
A Country to Identify With (or Not): The National and Literary Diasporas of Former Yugoslavia

Leonas Tolvaisis
(Singidunum U, Serbia)
< leonas.tolvaisis@gmail.com >
Vojvodina, Three Years under the Statute of Autonomy: Ethnopolitical Aspects of Center-Periphery Relations

Discussant

Stefano Bianchini
(U of Bologna, Italy)
< stefano.bianchini@unibo.it >
THURSDAY APRIL 18TH 
SESSION I 11:00 AM - 1:00 PM

PANEL CE10
The Political Participation of the Roma

CHAIR
Miika Tervonen
(U of Helsinki, Finland)
< miika.tervonen@eui.eu >

PAPERS
Angéla Kóczé
(Central European U, Hungary)
< kocze@socio.mta.hu >
Romani Women Performative Acts through Politics

Melanie Ram
(California State U, Fresno US)
< meram@csufresno.edu >
Migration and Representation: The Case of Roma in France

Marton Rovid
(Decade of Roma Inclusion Secretariat Foundation, Hungary)
< marton.rovid@gmail.com >
Solidarity, Citizenship, Democracy: The Lessons of Romani Activism

Marek Szilvasi
(U of Aberdeen, UK)
< r05ms0@abdn.ac.uk >
Citizens Associated with European Societies:
Roma People and European Politics of Inclusion

DISCUSSANT
Stephen Deets
(Babson College, US)
< sdeets@babson.edu >
THURSDAY APRIL 18TH  SESSION I  11:00 AM - 1:00 PM

PANEL CE14  
Small Nations in International Relations: 
Baltic Uses of History in Dealing with Great Powers

CHAIR  
Andžej Pukšto  
(Vytautas Magnus U, Kaunas, Lithuania)  
< a.puksto@pmdf.vdu.lt >

PAPERS  
Ieva Zake  
(Rowan U, US)  
< zake@rowan.edu >  
Preserving the American Memory of World War II in the Baltic Diaspora

Arūnas Antanaitis  
(Vytautas Magnus U, Kaunas, Lithuania)  
< a.antanaitis@hmf.vdu.lt >  
The Activities of the Lithuanian Diaspora to Support the Independence of Lithuania in 1987-1991

Una Bergmane  
(SciencesPo, Paris, France)  
< una.bergmane@gmail.com >  

Rita Peters  
(Harvard U, US)  
< petersclaims@aol.com >  
The Diaspora-Kin-State Phenomenon as a Historic Artifact in Baltic State-Russian Relations

Maria Mälksoo  
(U of Tartu, Estonia)  
< maria.malksoo@ut.ee >  
Kononov vs. Latvia as the Microcosm of the Baltic-Russian “Memory Wars” on the Second World War

Philippe Perchoc  
(U Catholique de Louvain, Belgium)  
< p.perchoc@gmail.com >  
“Three Dwarfs on the Shoulders of a Giant?”: Baltic Historical Policies in the EU Institutions

DISCUSSANT  
Andres Kasekamp  
(U of Tartu, Estonia)  
< andres.kasekamp@ut.ee >
PANEL EU1
Central Asian Post-Soviet Migration

CHAIR
Justin Burke
(Open Society Institute, NY)
< justin.burke@opensocietyfoundations.org >

PAPERS
Baurzhan Bokayev
(Harvard U, US)
< bbokayev@fas.harvard.edu >
Aigul Kazhenova
(Academy of Public Administration, Astana, Kazakhstan)
< aigulkazhenova90@gmail.com >
Ethnic Migration in Kazakhstan: Civil Participation of Young Repatriates in Social and Economic Development of the Region

Fatima Sartbay
(U of Wisconsin, Madison, US)
< sartbaeva@wisc.edu >
An Analysis of the Integration of Central Asian Diaspora within the Fethullah Gulen Islamic Movement in the United States

DISCUSSANT
Brinton Ahlin
(NYU, US)
< brintonahlin@gmail.com >
PANEL R2  
*Identities and Urban Territorialities: The Mutual Challenge*

**CHAIR**  
TBA

**PAPERS**  

**André Filler**  
(U of Paris VIII-Saint-Denis, France)  
< andrfiller@yahoo.fr >  
*Ethno-Social Approach to Urban Problematics: From Marxism-Leninism to Eurasianism*

**Kevin Limonier**  
(U of Paris VIII-Saint-Denis, France)  
< kevin.limonier@gmail.com >  
*Sons and Grandsons of the 20th Congress*: Internationalism, Pacifism and Cosmopolitism in Soviet and Post-Soviet Science Elites in Dubna

**Teva Meyer**  
(U of Paris VIII-Saint Denis, France)  
< meyer.teva@hotmail.fr >  
*German National Identity and Environmentalism: A Study of the Antinuclear Movement in Urban Areas of Baden-Wurttemberg*

**DISCUSSANT**  
**Elizabeth Plantan**  
(Cornell U, US)  
< enplantan@gmail.com >
THURSDAY APRIL 18TH  SESSION I  11:00 AM - 1:00 PM

PANEL U11
Issues in Ukrainian Translation Studies

CHAIR
Myroslava Znayenko
(Rutgers U, US)
< znayenko@andromeda.rutgers.edu >

PAPERS
Larysa Bobrova
(Penn State U, US)
< lorabobrova@yahoo.com >
The Translator’s Visibility in Translated Ukrainian Poetry

Alla Perminova
(Visiting Fulbright Scholar, Penn State U, US)
< alla.perminova@mail.ru >
The Translator’s Liberties and Ukrainian Culture

Michael M. Naydan
(Penn State U, US)
< mmn3@psu.edu >
Finding and Losing in Translation:
The Case of Maria Matios’ Novel Sweet Darusya

Lidia Stefanowska
(Warsaw U, Poland)
< lstefanowska@uw.edu.pl >
Polish Translations of Ukrainian Literature Since World War II

DISCUSSANT
Mark Andryczyk
(Columbia U, US)
< ma2634@columbia.edu >
PANEL U14
The Beilis Case Centennial

CHAIR
Alti Rodal
(Ukrainian-Jewish Encounter, Canada)
< alti.rodal@gmail.com >

PAPERS
Gennady Eistrakh
(NYU, US)
< ge293@nyu.edu >
The Beilis Case Through the Prism of the New York Yiddish Daily Forverts

Nadieszda Kizenko
(U of Albany, US)
< nkizenko@albany.edu >
Blood Accusation in Orthodox Christianity in the Russian Empire
Before and After the Beilis Case

Andrew Reed
(Arizona State U, US)
< acreed1@asu.edu >
A Century of Beilis: Where Did You Come From? Where Did You Go?

Taras Koznarsky
(U of Toronto, Canada)
< taras.koznarsky@utoronto.ca >
The Beilis Case: A Battle of Imaginations

DISCUSSANT
TBA
THURSDAY APRIL 18TH  SESSION I  11:00 AM - 1:00 PM

PANEL B04

CHAIR
Zsuzsa Csér
gő
(Queen’s U, Canada)
< csergo@queensu.ca >

PARTICIPANTS
John A. Hall
(McGill U, Canada)
< john.a.hall@mcgill.ca >

Aviel Roshwald
(Georgetown U, US)
< roshwaav@georgetown.edu >

Azar Gat
(Tel Aviv U, Israel)
< azargat@post.tau.ac.il >

Alexander Yakobson
(Hebrew U, Israel)
< yakobsona@mscc.huji.ac.il >
THURSDAY APRIL 18TH  
SESSION II  
1:20 - 3:20 PM

PANEL BK11
Colored Revolutions

CHAIR
Marko Kmezic
(U of Graz, Austria)
< marko.kmezic@uni-graz.at >

PAPERS

Vicken Cheterian
(Webster U, Geneva, Switzerland)
< cheterian@webster.ch >
Violence, State and Revolution: From Eastern Europe to the Arab Spring

Keiichi Kubo
(Waseda U, Japan)
< k.kubo@waseda.jp >
The Role of the Military and Security Forces in the Transition Period:
The Case of Yugoslavia

Marlene Spoerri
(U of Amsterdam, Netherlands)
< marlenespoerri@gmail.com >
Youth Activism After Revolution: Once People Power Fades, What Next?

Burcu Degirmen
(U of Oklahoma, US)
< burcudegirmen@ou.edu >
Answering the Call of Mobilization in Post-Soviet Eurasia

DISCUSSANT
TBA
THURSDAY APRIL 18TH   SESSION II   1:20 - 3:20 PM

PANEL EU13

_Eurasianism, Socialism, and the Soviet State_

CHAIR
_Gulnar Kendirbai_
(Columbia U, US)
< gk2020@columbia.edu >

PAPERS
_Maria Blackwood_
(Harvard U, US)
< mblackwood@fas.harvard.edu >
_Fighting Jim Crow in Central Asia: Race, Ethnicity, and Nationality in the Soviet Union through African American Eyes_

_Katharine Holt_
(Columbia U, US)
< kmh2135@columbia.edu >
_Emissaries to Moscow: Representing Soviet Central Asian Literature, 1933–1937_

_Peter Sinnott_
(Columbia U, US)
< pjsinnott@aol.com >
_Days of Future Past, Conceptions of the Uzbekistan State, 1989-1992_

DISCUSSANT
_Michael Rywkin_
(City College, NY, US)
< mrywkin@aol.com >

●●●
THURSDAY APRIL 18TH   SESSION II   1:20 - 3:20 PM

PANEL R4
Presidents or Governors: The Future of Russian Electoral Institutions

CHAIR
Håvard Bækken
(U of Oslo, Norway)
< havard.bakken@ilos.uio.no >

PAPERS
Elizabeth Teague
(Independent Researcher, Netherlands)
< teagueeliza@aol.com >
What do Russia’s Recent Elections Tell Us About the Future of Federalism in Russia?

Helge Blakkisrud
(Norwegian Institute of International Affairs, Oslo)
< hb@nupi.no >
Modernizing the Vertical: The Reintroduction of Gubernatorial Elections in the Russian Federation

Adrian Campbell
(U of Birmingham, UK)
< a.campbell@bham.ac.uk >
Vertical versus Horizontal Empire

Gerald Easter
(Boston College, US)
< easterg@bc.edu >
Once You Go Presidential, Can You Go Back?

DISCUSSANT
Gulnaz Sharafutdinova
(Miami U, US)
< sharafg@muohio.edu >
PANEL U6

The Jewish and Russian Question in Imperial and Civil War Ukraine

CHAIR

Steven Seegel
(U of Northern Colorado, US)
< steven.seegel@unco.edu >

PAPERS

Sonja Wentling
(Concordia College, Moorhead, US)
< wentling@cord.edu >
"The “Miracle of Chmelnyk”: How Ukrainian Major Vladimir Klodnycky Prevented a Pogrom and Saved the Jews of Chmelnyk, 1919-20"

Victoria Khiterer
(Millersville U, US)
< victoria.khiterer@millersville.edu >
"Moscow Lice": Symon Petliura on the Jewish and Russian Question in Ukraine

Ian Garner
(U of Toronto, Canada)
< ian.garner@utoronto.ca >
"The White Guard: Bulgakov’s Bloody Operetta"

Olga Pressitch
(U of Victoria, Canada)
< olgavp@uvic.ca >
"Civil War as Musical Comedy: The Representation of the Ukrainian Revolution in the Soviet Film Marriage in Malinovka (1967)"

DISCUSSANT

Henry Abramson
(Touro College South, US)
< abramson@touro.edu >
THURSDAY APRIL 18TH   SESSION II   1:20 - 3:20 PM

PANEL N11
_The Regional Dynamics of State Fragility: Causes, Consequences and Responses_

CHAIR
Stefan Wolff
(U of Birmingham, UK)
< stefan@stefanwolff.com >

PANELISTS
Karlo Basta
(Memorial U of Newfoundland, Canada)
< kbasta@mun.ca >
_Matryoshka Model of State Fragility: Yugoslavia and Its Successor States_

Soeren Keil
(Canterbury Christ Church U, UK)
< soeren.keil@canterbury.ac.uk >
_When the European Union Builds States: State Fragility and EU Enlargement in Southeastern Europe_

Brieg Powel
(Plymouth U, UK)
< brieg.powel@plymouth.ac.uk >
_Locating State Fragility and Failure: Lessons from the Middle East and North Africa_

Ozgur Unal Eris
(U of Bahçeşehir, Turkey)
< ozgur.unaleris@bahcesehir.edu.tr >
_Syria as a Fragile State and the Turkish Assistance_

DISCUSSANT
Karl Cordell
(Plymouth U, UK)
< k.cordell@plymouth.ac.uk >
THURSDAY APRIL 18TH  SESSION II  1:20 - 3:20 PM

PANEL N14
Is There a Future for Belgian Federalism? (Roundtable)

CHAIR
Montserrat Guibernau
(Queen Mary, U of London)
< m.guibernau@qmul.ac.uk >

PARTICIPANTS
Gilbert Doctorow
(Independent Researcher, Belgium)
< gdoctorow@yahoo.com >

Hughes Dumont
(U Saint-Louis, Belgium)
< dumont@fusl.ac.be >

Min Reuchamps
(U Catholique de Louvain, Belgium)
< min.reuchamps@uclouvain.be >

Dave Sinardet
(Free U of Brussels, Belgium)
< dave.sinardet@vub.ac.be >
THURSDAY APRIL 18TH   SESSION II   1:20 - 3:20 PM

PANEL 007  
Book Panel on Sherrill Stroschein’s Ethnic Struggle, Coexistence, and Democratization in Eastern Europe (Cambridge University Press, 2012)

CHAIR
Myra Waterbury  
(Ohio U, US)  
< waterbur@ohio.edu >

PARTICIPANTS
Mark Beissinger  
(Princeton U, US)  
< mbeissin@princeton.edu >

Zsuzsa Csérgő  
(Queen’s U, Canada)  
< csergo@queensu.ca >

Elise Giuliano  
(Columbia U, US)  
< eg599@columbia.edu >

Sherrill Stroschein  
(U College London, UK)  
< s.stroschein@ucl.ac.uk >
PANEL BK20

International Involvement in Kosovo

CHAIR
Ana Di Lellio
(New School U, US)
< dilellia@newschool.edu >

PAPERS
Andrew Radin
(USC, US)
< aradin@usc.edu >
Towards the Rule of Law in Kosovo: What’s Holding EULEX Back?

Vera Mironova
(U of Maryland, US)
< vmironov@umd.edu >
International Peacekeeping, Ethnicity, and Positive Peace: Experimental and Survey Evidence from Kosovo

Drilon Gashi
Leon Malazogu
(Democracy for Development, Kosovo)
< drilon.gashi@d4d-ks.org> < leon.malazogu@d4d-ks.org >
The Future of Interaction Between Prishtina and Belgrade

Marius Calu
(Queen Mary, U of London, UK)
< m.i.calu@qmul.ac.uk >
Multiethnic Democratic Model of Governance: Intended and Unintended Consequences of Implementing Minority Rights in Kosovo

DISCUSSANT
Alex N. Grigorev
(Council for Inclusive Governance, NY, US)
< ang@cigonline.net >
PANEL CE19
Romanian Germans and Jews: Remembrance and Tensions

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS
Timothy Olin
(Purdue U, US)
< tolin@purdue.edu >
Remembrance as Propaganda: The Germans of the Banat of Temesvar

Michael Shafir
(Babes-Bolyai U, Romania)
< shafirmch@yayoo.com >
Polls and Jews in Postcommunist Romania

Felicia Waldman
(U of Bucharest, Romania)
< fwaldman@gmail.com >
Memorialization of the Holocaust in Visual Arts, Literature and Architecture in Postcommunist Romania

Peter Dan
(Long Island U, US)
< peterdan13@hotmail.com >

DISCUSSANT
Mihai Chioveanu
(U of Bucharest, Romania)
< mihai_chiov@yahoo.co.uk >
THURSDAY APRIL 18TH  SESSION III  4:00 – 6:00 PM

PANEL EU11
Religion and Ethnic Identity of Minorities in Central Eurasia

CHAIR
Taro Tsurumi
(Postdoctoral Fellow, NYU, US)
< shukran_afwan@hotmail.com >

PAPERS
Noriko Yamazaki
(U of Tokyo, Japan)
< nori92kippis@hotmail.com >
*Between a Religious Group and an Ethnic Group: “Hui” in the Chinese Muslim Elite in the Early Twentieth Century*

Akira Sakurama
(Hokkaido U, Japan)
< a.cherry18@gmail.com >
*Various Aspects of Kiremet: The Religious and Ethnic Identity of Kriashens (Baptized Tatars) from the 20th to the 21st Century*

Boree Han
(Hokkaido U, Japan)
< eunsodan@gmail.com >
*Ethnic Identity and Religions under Globalization: The Korean Minority and the South Korean Protestant Church in Central Asia*

Zeev Levin
(Hebrew U, Israel)
< levinzv@gmail.com >
*From Local to Global: Transformations of the Bukharan Jewish Community Organization in the 20th Century*

DISCUSSANT
Sean Roberts
(George Washington U, US)
< seanrr@gwu.edu >
THURSDAY APRIL 18TH  SESSION III  4:00 – 6:00 PM

PANEL R8
Russia’s Role in Post-Communist Memory Politics

CHAIR
Thomas Sherlock
(US Military Academy, West Point)
< thomas.sherlock@usma.edu >

PAPERS
Felix Münch
(Justus Liebig U Giessen, Germany)
< felix.muench@geschichte.uni-giessen.de >
Present Struggles with the Heroes of the Soviet Past:
“Alyosha” Monuments in Tallinn, Vienna, Plovdiv, and the Post-Communist Space

Kati Parppei
(U of Eastern Finland/U of Cambridge, UK)
< kati.parppei@uef.fi >
Sabers and Swords:
Representations of Medieval Battles in Russian Historiography

Kristian Feigelson
(U Sorbonne Nouvelle/EHESS, France)
< kristian.feigelson@univ-paris3.fr >
Visual Representation of the Gulag

George Soroka
(Harvard U, US)
< soroka@fas.harvard.edu >
Polish-Russian Mnemonic Discourse in the Post-Communist Era:
A Political History of Katyn

Igor Tomashov
(Higher School of Economics, Russia)
< itomashov@yandex.ru >
An Unpredictable Past:
Perplexities of Historical Policy in Contemporary Russia

DISCUSSANT
William Rosenberg
(U of Michigan, US)
< wgr@umich.edu >
PANEL TK8
Social Media and Construction of Simulated Memory and Identity

CHAIR
Andras Bozóki
(Central European U, Hungary)
< bozokia@ceu.hu >

PAPERS
Aidan McGarry
(U of Brighton, UK)
< a.mcgarry@brighton.ac.uk >
“Owning” Roma Nationalism: Social Media and the Politics of Identity

Umut Korkut
(Glasgow Caledonian U, UK)
< umut.korkut@gcu.ac.uk >
Simulated Identity Construction through Social Media Forums:
The Extreme Right Identity Construction in Hungary

Emel Akcali
(Central European U, Hungary)
< akcalie@ceu.hu >
Social Media: An Emerging Arena for the Politics of Self-Determination

DISCUSSANT
Karl Cordell
(Plymouth U, UK)
< k.cordell@plymouth.ac.uk >
THURSDAY APRIL 18TH    SESSION III    4:00 – 6:00 PM

PANEL N7
**Comparative Politics of Ethnicity and Nationalism**

CHAIR

**Russell Hardin**
(NYU, US)
< russell.hardin@nyu.edu >

PANELISTS

**Sener Akturk**
(Koc University, Turkey)
< sakturk@ku.edu.tr >
*Regimes of Ethnicity: A Global Survey and Database of Ethnic Demography and State Policies on Ethnicity*

**Ceren Belge**
(Concordia U, Canada)
< cbelge@alcor.concordia.ca >
*Minorities in the Middle East: A Comparative Study of Regime Change and Minority Insecurity*

**Harris Mylonas**
(George Washington U, US)
< mylonas@gwu.edu >
*The Politics of Ethnic Return Migration*

**Güneş Tezcür**
(Loyola U Chicago, US)
< gtezcur@luc.edu >
*Ethnicity and Rebellion: A Micro Level Approach*

DISCUSSANT

**Zeynep Bulutgil**
(Tufts U, US)
< zeynep.bulutgil@tufts.edu >
THURSDAY APRIL 18TH  SESSION III  4:00 – 6:00 PM

PANEL N15
State, Nation and Demos Building:
Basque Democratization and Power-Sharing

CHAIR
Laia Balcells
(Duke U, US)
< laia.balcells@gmail.com >

PAPERS
Jule Goikoetxea
(U of Cambridge, UK)
< julegoikoetxea@cantab.net >
State- and Demos-Building in 21st Century Europe:
The Basque Case

Asier Blas
(U of the Basque Country, Spain)
< asier.blas@gmail.com >
Divided Society, Power-Sharing and Democracy:
An Exit Way for the Basque Country

Mario Zubiaga
(U of the Basque Country, Spain)
< mario.zubiaga@ehu.es >
Basque Democratization and Contentious Politics:
A Bottom-Up Institutionalization Approach

Iñigo Urrutia
(U of the Basque Country, Spain)
< i.urrutia@ehu.es >
New Challenges in International and European Union Law:
Territorial Integrity, Secession and Self-Determination in the Basque Case

DISCUSSANT
André Lecours
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
< andre.lecours@uottawa.ca >
THURSDAY APRIL 18TH  SESSION III  4:00 – 6:00 PM

PANEL B05
Book Panel on Steven Seegel’s Mapping Europe’s Borderlands: Russian Cartography in the Age of Empire (University of Chicago Press, 2012)

CHAIR
Theodore R. Weeks
(U of Southern Illinois, US)
< tadeusz@siu.edu >

PARTICIPANTS
Monika Baár
(U of Groningen, Netherlands)
< m.baar@rug.nl >

Larry Wolff
(NYU, US)
< larry.wolff@nyu.edu >

Gerard Toal
(Virginia Tech U, US)
< toalg@vt.edu >

Steven Seegel
(U of Northern Colorado, US)
< steven.seegel@unco.edu >
THURSDAY APRIL 18TH  SESSION IV  6:20 – 8:20 PM

PANEL BK1

Explaining Balkan Peculiarity: Exogenous or Endogenous Causes?

CHAIR
Marina Mikhaylova
(Temple U, US)
< marinam@uchicago.edu >

PAPERS
Michael Rossi
(Rutgers U, US)
< mrossi1@rci.rutgers.edu >
What’s so “Balkan” about Southeastern Europe?

Mladen Mrdalj
(Northeastern U, US)
< mrdalj.m@husky.neu.edu >
Ethnic Violence among Nations:

Danilo Mandić
(Harvard U, US)
< mandic@fas.harvard.edu >
Successful Separatism and Organized Crime:
The Role of Patronage Networks in Separatist Causes in Serbia and Georgia

Vladimir Bošković
(Harvard U, US)
< boskovic@fas.harvard.edu >
Balkans, What Balkans?
The Image of Greece in Serbian Travel Accounts 17th-20th c.

DISCUSSANT
Edislav Manetovic
(Seton Hall U, US)
< edislavm@yahoo.com >
THURSDAY APRIL 18TH  
SESSION IV  
6:20 – 8:20 PM

PANEL CE13

Inter-Ethnic Relations in Historical Borderlands

CHAIR

Andres Kasekamp
(U of Tartu, Estonia)
< andres.kasekamp@ut.ee >

PAPERS

Jason O. Jensen
John Hall
(McGill U, Canada)
< john.a.hall@mcgill.ca > < jason.jensen@mail.mcgill.ca >
The Decline of the Oldenburg Composite-Monarchy: Empire and Nationalism in Mid-19th Century Europe

Luminita Gatejel
(U of Regensburg, Germany)
< gatejel@ios-regensburg.de >
Between Social Identity and Imperial Loyalty: Merchants on the Lower Danube and the Black Sea in the 19th Century

Mate Rigo
(Cornell U, US)
< mr633@cornell.edu >
Ineffective Nationalism: Political Transition, Everyday Life and Elite Change in Alsace-Lorraine and Transylvania after World War I, 1918-1928

Stephan Stach
(Leipzig U, Germany)
< stach@uni-leipzig.de >
On the Path to ‘State Assimilation’? Stanisław J. Paprocki and the Institute for Nationality Research in Interwar Poland

Iryna Vushko
(Hunter College, CUNY, US)
< iryna.vushko@hunter.cuny.edu >
Between Italy, Austria and Yugoslavia: Austrian-Italian Borderlands in Transition from Empire to Nation States

DISCUSSANT

Bradley Woodworth
(U of New Haven, US)
< bwoodworth@newhaven.edu >
THURSDAY APRIL 18TH  SESSION IV  6:20 – 8:20 PM

PANEL EU7

International Security and Human Rights in Central Asia

CHAIR

Sylvana Habdank-Kolaczkowska
< kolaczkowska@freedomhouse.org >
(Freedom House, NY, US)

PAPERS

Kathleen A. Collins
(U of Minnesota, US)
< colli433@umn.edu >
Militant Secularism, Religious Entrepreneurs and the Emergence of Political Islam: The Tajik Case

Alexander Cooley
(Barnard College, US)
< ac210@columbia.edu >
The Price of Influence:
Geopolitics and Human Rights in Central Asia, 2001-2011

Payam Foroughi
(OSCE Academy, Kyrgyzstan)
< p.foroughi@osce-academy.net >

Alexander Sodiqov
(U of Toronto, Canada)
< asadikov@gmail.com >
(Sur)Realpolitik and Human Rights in Central Asia:
Tales of Two (In)Consequential Extrajudicial Executions in Tajikistan

Dinara Oshurakhunova
(Coalition for Democracy and Civil Society, Kyrgyzstan)
< coalitionkg@gmail.com >
Experiments with Democracy Promotion in Kyrgyzstan

DISCUSSANT

Michael Hall
(Open Society Foundations, NY)
< michael.hall@opensocietyfoundations.org >
THURSDAY APRIL 18TH  SESSION IV  6:20 – 8:20 PM

PANEL K4
The Politics of Memory in Georgia and the North Caucasus

CHAIR
Jean-François Ratelle
(George Washington U, US)
< ratelle@gwu.edu >

PAPERS
Regina Akopian
(U of Georgia, Tbilisi, Georgia)
< rakopian@ymail.com >
Commemorations of 1991 and the Politics of Memory in Post-Soviet Georgia

Peter Kabachnik
(College of Staten Island, CUNY, US)
< peter.kabachnik@csi.cuny.edu >
Traces of Stalin: Post-Soviet Memory in the Republic of Georgia

Jane Kitaevich
(Harvard U, US)
< ekitaevich@fas.harvard.edu >
History that Splinters: A Study of Generational Variation in Collective Memory Narratives in the Republic of Georgia

Mariet Paranuk
(Waseda U, Japan)
< avivalavida01@gmail.com >
Memory Politics in the North Caucasus

DISCUSSANT
Julie George
(CUNY Queens College, US)
<julie.george@qc.cuny.edu>

● ● ●
THURSDAY APRIL 18TH  SESSION IV  6:20 – 8:20 PM

PANEL R1
Implications of the Pussy Riot Affair (Roundtable)

CHAIR
Peter Rutland
(Wesleyan U, US)
< prutland@wesleyan.edu >

PARTICIPANTS
Emily Channell
(The Graduate Center, CUNY, US)
< echannell@gc.cuny.edu>

Janet Johnson
(Brooklyn College, CUNY, US)
< johnson@brooklyn.cuny.edu >

Gulnaz Sharafutdinova
(Miami U, US)
< sharafg@muohio.edu >

Valerie Sperling
(Clark U, US)
< vsperling@clarku.edu >

Yitzhak Brudny
(Hebrew U, Israel)
< ybrudny@aol.com >
THURSDAY APRIL 18TH  SESSION IV  6:20 – 8:20 PM

PANEL U1
Hidden Genocides and Holodomor: A View from Critical Genocide Studies

CHAIR
Lubomyr Hajda
(Harvard U, US)
<hajda@fas.harvard.edu>

PAPERS
Alexander Hinton
(Rutgers U, US)
<ahinton@andromeda.rutgers.edu>
Hidden Genocides and Holodomor: A View from Critical Genocide Studies

Douglas Irvin-Erickson
(Rutgers U, US)
<ahinton@andromeda.rutgers.edu>
Hidden Genocides: Raphael Lemkin, the Holodomor, and Colonial Genocide

Gennadi Poberežny
(Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute, US)
<poberezny@fas.harvard.edu>
Mapping the Great Famine in Soviet Ukraine

Kateryna Bondar
(Center for Law and Audit, Kyiv, Ukraine)
<katya.bondar1@gmail.com>
Crime against Humanity, Genocide and the Ukrainian Famine

DISCUSSANT
Roman Serbyn
(UQAM, Montreal, Canada)
<serbyn.roman@videotron.ca>
THURSDAY APRIL 18TH  SESSION IV  6:20 – 8:20 PM

PANEL N8
*Gender and Nationalism: Theoretical Approaches*

**CHAIR**

**Tim Nieguth**  
(Laurentian U, Canada)  
< tnieguth@laurentian.ca>

**PANELISTS**

**Jill Vickers**  
(Carleton U, Canada)  
< jill.vickers@sympatico.ca>

*Gender, Nationalisms and Nation-Building: A Theoretical Framework*

**Birte Siim**  
< siim@cgs.aau.dk>

**Pauline Stoltz**  
(Aalborg U, Denmark)  
< stoltz@cgs.aau.dk>

*Nationalism, Welfare and Gender: The Politics of Gender Equality on the Nordic Countries*

**Ana Lukatela**  
(U of British Columbia, Canada)  
< ana.lukatela@alumni.ubc.ca>

*Feminist Nationalists: Reconciling Multi-faceted Identity Construction*

**Melanie Hoewer**  
(U College Dublin, Ireland)  
< melanie.hoewer@ucd.ie>

*Reframing Nationalisms and Addressing Gender-Based Violence in Post-Conflict Societies*

**DISCUSSANT**

**Glenda Sluga**  
(U of Sydney, Australia)  
< glenda.sluga@arts.usyd.edu.au>
PANEL N16
*Self-Determination and the Use of Referendums: Catalonia, Quebec and Scotland*

**CHAIR**

Dave Sinardet  
(Free U of Brussels, Belgium)  
< dave.sinardet@vub.ac.be >

**PAPERS**

Elisenda Casanas-Adam  
(U of Edinburgh, UK)  
< Elisenda.Casanas-Adam@ed.ac.uk >  
*Self-Determination and the Use of Referendums: The Case of Scotland*

Montserrat Guibernau  
(Queen Mary, U of London)  
< m.guibernau@qmul.ac.uk >  
*Self-Determination and the Use of Referendums: The Case of Catalonia*

François Rocher  
(U of Ottawa, Canada)  
< frocher@uottawa.ca >  
*Self-Determination and the Use of Referendums: The Case of Québec*

**DISCUSSANT**

André Lecours  
(U of Ottawa, Canada)  
< andre.lecours@uottawa.ca >
THURSDAY APRIL 18TH    SESSION IV    6:20 – 8:20 PM

PANEL B015

Book Panel on Omer Bartov and Eric Weitz’s Shatterzone of Empires
(Indiana University Press, 2013)

CHAIR
Nadieszda Kizenko
(U of Albany, US)
< nkizenko@albany.edu >

PARTICIPANTS
Evgeny Finkel
(George Washington U, US)
< efinkel@email.gwu.edu >

Dominique Arel
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
< darel@uottawa.ca >

Omer Bartov
(Brown U, US)
< omer.bartov@gmail.com >

Eric Weitz
(City College, NY, US)
< eweitz@ccny.cuny.edu >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION V  9:00 – 11:00 AM

PANEL BK3
Fathers, Mothers, Children: New Titles in Balkan Film

CHAIR
Rossen Djagalov
(U of Philadelphia, US)
< rossen_djagalov@mail.ru >

PAPERS
Aida Vidan
(Harvard U, US)
< avidan@fas.harvard.edu >
Pater Familias: Crisis of Communication and Identity in Recent Croatian Film

Maria Hristova
(Yale U, US)
< maria.hristova@yale.edu >
Memory, Trauma, and Family Ties as National Identity in Current Macedonian Film

Nataša Milas
(Yale U, US)
< natasa.milas@yale.edu >
Who are the Children of Sarajevo? Youth and Identity in Post-War Bosnian Film

Dalibor Misina
(Lakehead U, US)
< dmisina@lakeheadu.ca >
‘Remember(ing) Socialism’: the 21st-Century Post-Yugoslav Documentary Cinema and an ‘Empty Space of Memory’

DISCUSSANT
Cynthia Simmons
(Boston College, US)
< simmonsc@bc.edu >

● ● ●
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PANEL BK5
Borders and Transgressions

CHAIR
Ljubica Spaskovska
(U of Exeter, UK)
< ls351@exeter.ac.uk >

PAPERS
Danijela Majstorovic
(UCLA, US)
< majstorovic.danijela@gmail.com >
Producing a Difference by Drawing the Line: Assessing Ethnic Boundaries in the Everyday Discourse of Bosnian-Herzegovinian Youth

Azra Hromadzic
(Syracuse U, US)
< ahromadz@maxwell.syr.edu >
Mixing Trouble: On Love, Dating and Flirting in a Postwar City

Tanja Petrović
(Center for Interdisciplinary Research, Slovenia)
< tanja.petrovic@zrc-sazu.si >
Ritual, Performance, and Border-Crossing: Exploring Military Service in the Socialist Yugoslavia

Zala Volcic
(U of Queensland, Australia)
< z.volcic@uq.edu.au >
Fame on the Farm: Ordinary People and Borders on Slovene Reality TV

Larisa Jasarevic
(U of Chicago, US)
< jasarevic@uchicago.edu >
Dragon Nest: Transnational Promise of a Post-National Past

DISCUSSANT
Larisa Kurtovic
(UC Berkeley, US)
< larisak@berkeley.edu >
PANEL BK17  
*Transformations of Gender, Sexuality and Citizenship in Former Yugoslavia*  

**CHAIR**  
TBA  

**PAPERS**  

**Adriana Zaharijević**  
(U of Belgrade, Serbia)  
<adriana.zaharijevic@gmail.com>  
*As Women We Have No Country: Feminist Citizenship through Transformations of Citizenship Regimes in Former Yugoslavia*  

**Oliwia Berdak**  
(U of Edinburgh, UK)  
<oliwia.berdak@gmail.com>  
*From Workers to Soldiers to Nothing? Male Citizenship in the Former Yugoslavia*  

**Katja Kahlina**  
(U of Edinburgh, UK)  
<katja.kahlina@gmail.com>  
*Nationalism, Sexuality, and Citizenship in the Context of European Union Accession Process in Post-Yugoslav States*  

**Chiara Bonfiglioli**  
(U of Edinburgh, UK)  
<chiara.bonfiglioli@ed.ac.uk>  
*Gendering Citizenship Regimes and Welfare Regimes in post-Yugoslav States*  

**DISCUSSANT**  
**Aleksandra Sasha Miličević**  
(U of North Florida, US)  
<a.milicevic@unf.edu>  

---
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PANEL CE15
Extremism and Nationalism in Central and South East Europe

CHAIR
Per Rudling
(Lund U, Sweden)
< per_anders.rudling@hist.lu.se >

PAPERS
Martin Marinos
(U of Pittsburgh, US)
<mym7@pitt.edu>
Anti-Neoliberal Neoliberalism: Far-Right Rhetoric in the “New Europe”

Laura Valauskaite
(U of Bologna, Italy)
<lauravalauskaite@gmail.com>
Global Civil Society versus Radical Movements:
Challenges to Political Culture in Lithuania

Peter Horvath
Jaroslav Mihalik
(U of Ss. Cyril and Methodius, Slovakia)
<peter.horvath@ucm.sk > < jaroslav.mihalik@ucm.sk >
Populism and Radicalism in Hungarian and Slovak Contemporary Nationalism

Maria Popova
(McGill U, Canada)
<maria.popova@mcgill.ca>
Attack and Counter-Attack: The Rise and Fall of the Radical Right in Bulgaria

DISCUSSANT
Sabrina Perić
(U of Calgary, Canada)
<speric@ucalgary.ca>
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION V  9:00 - 11:00 AM

PANEL CE23
Language Politics in Eastern Europe

CHAIR
Mica Hall
(Defense Language Institute, US)
< mica.hall1@gmail.com >

PAPERS
Jeremy Lin
(NYU, US)
< jkl317@nyu.edu >
Linguistics and the Vision of the Hungarian Nation: The Case of Ármin Vámbéry

Slawomir Lodzinski
(Warsaw U, Poland)
< s.lodzinski@uw.edu.pl >
“Non–banal” Bilingualism. The Case of Implementation of Minority Law on Bilingual Signs and Place-Names in Poland

Delaney Michael Skerrett
(U of Queensland, Australia)
< d.skerrett@uq.edu.au >
Practices on Inclusion and Exclusion: Towards Preferred Futures in Estonian Language Policy

Anna-Christine Weirich
(Goethe U, Germany)
< a.weirich@em.uni-frankfurt.de >
Strategies of Dealing with Multilingualism in the Military of Moldova

Nelly Bekus
(Davis Center, Harvard U, US)
< nbekus@fas.harvard.edu >
Belarusian Language Policy in the Context of Linguistic Human Rights

DISCUSSANT
Matthew Ciscel
(Central Connecticut State U, US)
< ciscelm@mail.ccsu.edu>

● ● ●
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PANEL EU4
Conflict and Integration in Kyrgyzstan

CHAIR
Erica Marat
(American U, DC, US)
< erica.marat@gmail.com >

PAPERS
Jaimie Bleck
(U of Notre Dame, US)
Igor Logvinenko
(Cornell U, US)
< jbleck@nd.edu > < iol3@cornell.edu >
Political Crisis and Democratization in Mali and Kyrgyzstan: How Democracy “Got Real”

Igor Savin
(South Kazakhstan State U, Shymkent)
< savigsa@inbox.ru >
South Kyrgyzstan:
Inter-Communities Perspectives in the Context of Integration

Joldon Kutmanaliev
(European U Institute, Italy)
< joldon.kutmanaliev@eui.eu >
Some Explanations for Spatial Variations in Ethnic Violence in Osh City during the 2010 Conflict

Malgorzata M. Biczyk
(Max Planck Institute, Halle, Germany)
< biczyk@eth.mpg.de >
Autonomy without Autonomy? What are the Limits of “The Art of Being Not Governed” in Mountainous Badakhshan, Tajikistan?

Evgeni Varshaver
(Higher School of Economics, Russia)
< varshavere@gmail.com >
Egor Lazarev
(Columbia U, US)
< yegor.lazarev@gmail.com >
The Micro-Dynamics of Ethnic Conflict: Evidence from Southern Kyrgyzstan

DISCUSSANT
Fredrik M Sjoberg
(Columbia U, US)
< sf2614@columbia.edu >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION V  9:00 - 11:00 AM

PANEL EU9
*Imagining Eurasia in Space and Beyond*

**CHAIR**
Peter Sinnott  
(Columbia U, US)  
< pjsinnott@aol.com >

**PAPERS**
Emily Jane O’Dell  
(American U of Beirut, Lebanon)  
< eodell72@gmail.com >
*Imagining Sufis in Space and Beyond*

Julia Fein  
(Rutgers U, US)  
< jfein@history.rutgers.edu >
*Reforming the Region and its Resources: Siberian Museums in the Spaces of the State, 1917-1930*

Gulnar Kendirbai  
(Columbia U, US)  
< gk2020@columbia.edu >
*Shared Imperial Sovereignties and Spaces*

John Schoeberlein  
(Nazarbayev U, Kazakhstan)  
< john.schoeberlein@nu.edu.kz >
*The Consumption Side of Nation-Building in Central Asia*

**DISCUSSANT**
Nathaniel Knight  
(Seton Hall U, US)  
< knightna@shu.edu >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION V  9:00 - 11:00 AM

PANEL K2
Power and Legitimacy

CHAIR
Stephen Jones
(Mount Holyoke College, US)
< sfjones@mtholyoke.edu >

PAPERS
Jody M. LaPorte
(Wittenberg U, US)
< jody.laporte@gmail.com >
Separating Repression from Regimes in Post-Soviet Eurasia

Itir Bagdadi
(Izmir U of Economics, Turkey)
< itir.bagdadi@ieu.edu.tr >
Regime Building in Azerbaijan and Armenia:
The Use of Capital and Coercion to Capture the State

Leslie Hough
(Yale U, US)
< leslie.hough@yale.edu >
Civic Engagement in Georgia: The Challenge of Formalizing the Informal

DISCUSSANT
Donnacha Ó Beacháin
(Dublin City U, Ireland)
< donnacha.obeachain@dcu.ie >
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PANEL R5
Creating Regional (In)Security:  
International Relations in Russia and the Caucasus

CHAIR
Isabelle Fortin  
(U of Ottawa, Canada)  
< ifort059@uottawa.ca >

PAPERS
Matthew Crosston  
(Bellevue U, US)  
< matt.crosston@bellevue.edu >
Boosting Bashar: How “Anti-Americanism” Does Not Explain Iranian and Russian Positions in Syria

Amélie Zima  
(U of Paris Ouest, France)  
< zima.amelie@gmail.com >
The 1997 NATO-Russia Founding Act, a Conjectural Opportunity or a Major Relational Change?

Niklas Nilsson  
(Uppsala U, Sweden/George Washington U, US)  
< niklas.nilsson@sh.se >
Role Expectations, Security and Democratization in US-Georgia Relations

DISCUSSANT
Lincoln Mitchell  
(SIPA, Columbia U, US)  
< lam13@columbia.edu >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION V  9:00 – 11:00 AM

PANEL TK3
_Turkish Nation-Building in Comparative Perspective_

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS
_Salim Cevik_
(Bilkent U, Turkey)
< salimcevik@yahoo.com >
_Religion and Nation Building: Turkey and Pakistan_

_Arolda Elbasani_
( European U Institute, Italy)
< arolda.elbasani@eui.eu >
_Ertug Tombus_
(Columbia U, US)
< ertugtombus@gmail.com >
_Islam, Secularism and Democracy in the European Context_

_Nazar Mammedov_
(Brown U, US)
< nazar_mammedov@brown.edu >
_Multiple Logics of Multiculturalism: Explaining Variation in Ethnic Regimes of Afghanistan, Iran, and Turkey_

_Mustafa Gokcek_
(Niagara U, US)
< gokcek@niagara.edu >
_Muslim Nationalisms: Tatar vs. Turkish Approaches to Nationalism and Islam_

DISCUSSANT
_Imren Borsuk_
(Koc U, Turkey)
< iborsuk@ku.edu.tr >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION V  9:00 – 11:00 AM

PANEL U5
State and Politics in Pre-Modern and Contemporary Ukraine

CHAIR
Valerii Kuchinsky  
(Harriman Institute, Columbia U, US)  
< vk2187@columbia.edu >

PAPERS
Marysia Jonsson  
(NYU, US)  
< marysia.jonsson@gmail.com >  
The Salonican Diary of Pylyp Orlyk: Early Modern Religious Imaginations of Statehood in a Multi-Ethnic Empire

Jesse Dillon Savage  
(Columbia U, US)  
< jds2233@columbia.edu >  
The Rule of Law and Commitment to Sovereignty in Georgia and Ukraine

Ioulia Shukan  
(U of Paris Ouest Nanterre, France)  
< ioulia.shukan@gmail.com >  
Constituency Relationships in Ukraine: Between Electoral Clientelism and Distant Political Representation

Bohdan Pechenyak  
(Independent Researcher, US)  
< znak25@gmail.com >  
Dontsov Resurgent? Comparing the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN) and the All-Ukrainian Union “Svoboda”

DISCUSSANT
Jessica Pisano  
(New School U, US)  
< pisanoj@newschool.edu >
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PANEL B08

*Book Panel on Jeremy Smith’s Red Nations: the Nationalities Experience in and after the USSR (Cambridge University Press, 2013)*

**CHAIR**

Allan Kagedan  
(Carleton U, Canada)  
<alkagedan@live.ca>

**PARTICIPANTS**

Dmitry Gorenburg  
(Harvard U, US)  
<gorenburg@gmail.com>

Ronald Suny  
(U of Michigan, US)  
<rgsuny@umich.edu>

Adrienne Edgar  
(UC Santa Barbara, US)  
<edgar@history.ucsb.edu>

Jeremy Smith  
(U of Eastern Finland, Helsinki)  
<jeremy.smith@uef.fi>
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION V  9:00 – 11:00 AM

PANEL N5
Identity and State Formation in Eurasia and the Arab World

CHAIR
Boris Barkanov
(Harvard U, US)
< bvarkinov@mail.wvu.edu >

PAPERS
Scott Weiner
(George Washington U, US)
< sweiner@gwu.edu >
A Family Matter: Tribe, Ethnicity and Kinship

Saule Ualiyeva
(Kazakhstan State Technical U, Ust-Kamenogorsk)
< ualli@mail.ru >
Identity of People with Mixed Origin in Kazakhstan

Annelle Sheline
(George Washington U, US)
< asheline@gwu.edu >
Trivial Nationalisms: Identity Building in Oman and Yemen

Kumru Toktamis
(Pratt Institute, US)
< kumru@optonline.net >
What are the Chances: Tribalism and Democracy in Post-Qaddafi Libya

Aurélie M. Daher
(Princeton U, US)
< daher.am@gmail.com >
The “Hezbollah Effect” on the Lebanese Shiite Community’s Identity Perceptions, Or the Emergence of a “Neo-Lebanism”

DISCUSSANT
Yossi Harpaz
(Princeton U, US)
< yharpaz@princeton.edu >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  
SESSION V  
9:00 – 11:00 AM

PANEL N17
Representing the Nation in Historical and Cultural Sites

CHAIR
Kristian Feigelson
(U Sorbonne Nouvelle/EHESS, France)
<kristian.feigelson@univ-paris3.fr>

PAPERS
Azim Malikov
(Max Planck Institute, Halle, Germany)
<malikov@eth.mpg.de>
Sacred Lineages of the Bukharan Oasis: History and Memory

Isabelle Delorme
(Sciences Po, Paris, France)
<isabelle.delorme@neuf.fr>
Memorial Graphic Novels: A New Way to Relate to Contemporary History?

AnnaRita Gori
(U de Lisboa, Portugal)
<annarita.gori@inwind.it>
(Fake) Cities as a Nation Mirror: The Italian Jubilee Expositions of 1911 and 1961

Frank Sowa
(Institute for Employment Research, Nuremberg, Germany)
<frank.sowa@gmx.net>
Between Musealisation and Social Change: Indigeneity and Nation-State Building in Greenland

DISCUSSANT
Assel Rustemova
(Gediz U, Turkey)
<asselek@yahoo.com>
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PANEL TH1

Dealing with Communist History: Experience, Memory, Politics

CHAIR

Klas-Göran Karlsson
(Lund U, Sweden)
< Klas-Goran.Karlsson@hist.lu.se >

PAPERS

Johan Stenfeldt
(Lund U, Sweden)
< Johan.Stenfeldt@hist.lu.se >

Negotiating the Experience of Communism: Rhetorical Strategies and Uses of History

Maria Karlsson
(Lund U, Sweden)
< Maria.Karlsson@hist.lu.se >

Politics of Denial: On Revisionism, Denial, and the Historiography of the Holocaust and Soviet Terror

Johan Dietsch
(Lund U, Sweden)
< Johan.Dietsch@slav.lu.se >

Coming to Terms with Totalitarianism: European Approaches to the Holocaust and Soviet Terror

Sune Bechmann Pedersen
(Lund U, Sweden)
< Sune.Bechmann_Pedersen@hist.lu.se >

Remembering the Rites de Passage: Coming of Age under Communism in Central European Cinema since 1989

DISCUSSANT

Ulf Zander
(Lund U, Sweden)
< Ulf.Zander@hist.lu.se >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VI  11:20 AM – 1:20 PM

PANEL BK14
Dealing with the Past in the Balkans

CHAIR
David Kanin
(Johns Hopkins U, US)
< dakanin@verizon.net >

PAPER
Odeta Barbullushi
(European U of Tirana, Albania)
< odeta.barbullushi@uet.edu.al >
Commemorating Albania’s Independence:
History, Politics of Memory and European Integration

Christian Braun
(U of Marburg, Germany)
< braunchr@staff.uni-marburg.de >
Memorials in Divided Societies:
The Srebrenica-Potočari Memorial —Promoting (In)Justice?

Renata Ćuk
(Independent Researcher, Croatia)
< renata.cuk@gmail.com >
Wartime Sexual Violence:
Invisibility of Some Victims and Exploitation of Others

DISCUSSANT
Joyce Apsel
(NYU, US)
< jaa5@nyu.edu >
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PANEL BK25

Europe and the Post-Yugoslav Space

CHAIR

Branislav Radeljić
(U of East London, UK)
< B.Radeljic@uel.ac.uk >

PAPERS

Damjan Mandelc
(U of Ljubljana, Slovenia)
< damjan.mandelc@guest.arnes.si >
Returning to Europe:
Post-Yugoslav Europeanization of Slovenia and the Balkan Other

Antonija Petričušić
(U of Zagreb, Croatia)
< apetricusic@pravo.hr >
Expanded Accession Conditionality: The European Union’s Leverage on Refugee Return in Croatia

Marko Stojić
(U of Sussex, UK)
< m.stojic@sussex.ac.uk >
From Deep-Seated Animosity to Principled Disagreement:
A Comparative Analysis of Party-Based Euroscepticism in Serbia

Leandrit I. Mehmeti
(U of South Australia)
< leandrit.mehmeti@mymail.unisa.edu.au >
Democratization in Kosovo: The Role of International Institutions

Dessie Zagorcheva
(Columbia U, US)
< dpz2@columbia.edu >
EU Conditionality and Enlargement:
East European Lessons for the Western Balkans

DISCUSSANT

Jelena Džankić
(European U Institute, Italy)
< jelena.dzankic@eui.eu >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH    SESSION VI    11:20 AM – 1:20 PM

PANEL CE7
The Russian Baltic Borderlands

CHAIR
Maria Mälksoo
(U of Tartu, Estonia)
< maria.malksoo@ut.ee >

PAPERS
Ieva Birka
(U of Latvia, Riga)
< ievagruzina@gmail.com >
External Homeland Influence on Russian Speaker Belonging to Latvia

Jennie L. Schulze
(Duquesne U, US)
< schulzej@duq.edu >
Russia’s Soft Power:
Identification Trajectories Among Second Generation Russians in Estonia

Alena Pfoser
(Loughborough U, UK)
< a.pfoser@lboro.ac.uk >
Remembering Socialism in the Russian-Estonian Borderland:
Memory, Generation and the Making of a Border

Andris Saulitis
(U of Latvia, Riga/New School, US)
< saula032@newschool.edu >
Forgotten Memory:
Non-Existing Commemoration Day In Official Calendar of Latvia

DISCUSSANT
Rita Peters
(Harvard U, US)
< petersclaims@aol.com >
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PANEL CE16

*Minority Politics During Communism and After*

CHAIR

Monika Baár  
(U of Groningen, Netherlands)  
< m.baar@rug.nl >

PAPERS

Ion Voicu Sucală  
(U of Glasgow, UK)  
< i.sucala.1@research.gla.ac.uk >  
*A Case Study on the Ethnic Dynamics in Organizational Management in Communist Romania*

James Koranyi  
(Durham U, UK)  
< james.koranyi@durham.ac.uk >  
*Imagining the GDR: Romanian Germans and the Search for their Cultural Homeland*

Alena K. Alamgir  
(Rutgers U, US)  
< akalamgir@gmail.com >  
*Refraacted Ideology: Changes in the Conception of Socialist Internationalism and the Vietnamese Guest Worker Program in Czechoslovakia, 1967-1980*

Anita Kurimay  
(European U Institute, Italy)  
< anita.kurimay@eui.eu >  
*Collective Misremembering: The Politics of Archives and the Fraught History of Hungary's Sexual Minority*

DISCUSSANT

Roland Clark  
(Eastern Connecticut State U, US)  
< clarkrol@easternct.edu >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VI  11:20 AM – 1:20 PM

PANEL EU15

Education and Politics in the Turkic World

CHAIR

Sezgi Durgun
(Marmara U, Turkey)
<sezgi2005@gmail.com>

PAPERS

Gulnur Aybet
<g.aybet@kent.ac.uk>

Vanessa Tinker
(U of Kent, UK)
<vetinker@yahoo.com>

The Gulen Movement’s Philosophy of Education:
Islamic Reconstruction in Turkey through Discourse

Howard Schweber
(Nazarbayev U, Kazakhstan/U of Wisconsin-Madison, US)
<hschweber@nu.edu.kz>

(Re) Constructing National Identity in Post-Soviet Central Asia:
The Challenge of Education in Kazakhstan

Damira Umetbaeva
(European U Viadrina, Frankfurt, Germany)
<damira.u.m@googlemail.com>

Individual and Collective Memories on Soviet Past as Colonial Experience in School Textbooks in Kyrgyzstan

Ruben Ruiz Ramas
(UNED, Spain)
<ruben.ruiz@madrid.uned.es>

Parental Informal Payments and the Marketization of Education in Kyrgyzstan:
Analyzing the Strongest and the Weakest Link

DISCUSSANT

Leah Haus
(Vassar College, US)
<lehaus@vassar.edu>
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VI  11:20 AM – 1:20 PM

PANEL EU16

*International Research Organizations in Central Asia: Lessons Learnt and Perspectives (Roundtable)*

CHAIR

**Alexander Sodiqov**
(U of Toronto, Canada)
<asadikov@gmail.com>

PARTICIPANTS

**Svetlana Jacquesson**
(American U of Central Asia, Kyrgyzstan)
<svetlana.jacquesson@zirs.uni-halle.de>

**Olivier Ferrando**
(IFEAC, Kyrgyzstan)
<olivierferrando@gmail.com>

**Payam Foroughi**
(OSCE Academy, Kyrgyzstan)
<payamforoughi@aol.com>

● ● ●
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH   SESSION VI   11:20 AM – 1:20 PM

PANEL K1
Political Regimes in De Facto States

CHAIR
Jesse Dillon Savage
(Columbia U, US)
< jds2233@columbia.edu >

PAPERS
Kimitaka Matsuzato
(Hokkaido U, Japan)
< kim@slav.hokudai.ac.jp >
Russia's Geopolitics vs. “Orange” Rebellions:
Government Changes in Abkhazia, South Ossetia, and Transnistria in 2011-2012

Donnacha Ó Beacháin
(Dublin City U, Ireland)
< donnacha.obeachain@dcu.ie >
Elections in De Facto States:
Abkhazia, Nagorno-Karabakh and Transnistria, 2011-12

John O’Loughlin
(U of Colorado Boulder, US)
< kmbakke@ucl.ac.uk >

Gerard Toal
(Virgina Tech, US)
< toalg@vt.edu > < johno@colorado.edu >
Land for Peace in Nagorno-Karabakh? Political Geographies and
Public Attitudes in a Contested De Facto State

DISCUSSANT
Kimberly Marten
(Columbia U, US)
< km2225@columbia.edu >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VI  11:20 AM - 1:20 PM

PANEL R3
Contesting and Protesting the 2012 Russian Elections

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS

Håvard Bækken
(U of Oslo, Norway)
< havard.bakken@ilos.uio.no >
Selections before Elections: Perceptions of Double Standards in the Implementation of Election Registration Procedures in Russia

Sasha de Vogel
(Columbia U, US)
< sld2121@columbia.edu >
A Good Restaurant is No Longer Enough: Political Demand and Moscow’s Middle Class Opposition

Elise Giuliano
(Columbia U, US)
< eg599@columbia.edu >
Political Opposition in Russia’s Regions

Olga Zaytseva
(U of New Mexico, US)
< oz0527@gmail.com >
The Discursive Construction of Russia and Russianness in Putin’s 2012 Presidential Platform

DISCUSSANT

Yitzhak Brudny
(Hebrew U, Israel)
< ybrudny@aol.com >
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PANEL TK7  
*Migration, Mobility and Diversity in Turkey*

**CHAIR**  
*Ceren Belge*  
Concordia U, Canada  
< cbelge@alcor.concordia.ca >

**PAPERS**  
*Damla Aksel*  
Koç U, Turkey  
< dabayraktar@ku.edu.tr >  
*Kins, Distant Workers, Diasporas: Constructing Turkey’s Transnational Members Abroad*

*Shoshanna Fine*  
Sciences Po, Paris, France  
< shoshana.fine@sciences-po.org >  
*The Christianisation of Afghan and Iranian Transit Migrants in Istanbul: Encounters at the Border*

*Gül Ozatesler*  
Bogazici U, Turkey  
< gozatesler@yahoo.com >  
*Formation of Memory around Gypsies’ Forced Dislocation of 1970, Canakkale, Turkey*

*Özgür Bal*  
Middle East Technical U, Turkey  
< bozgur@metu.edu.tr >  
*National Belonging in the Face of Violence: Kurds, Arabs and Syriacs of South-East Turkey*

*Onur Yildirim*  
Middle East Technical U, Turkey  
< onuryil@metu.edu.tr >

*Ezgi Ünsal*  
U of London, UK  
< e.b.unsal@gmail.com >  
*Turkish Migration Policies in Historical Perspective: From the Turco-Greek Exchange of Populations (1923) to the Syrian Refugee Crisis (2012)*

**DISCUSSANT**  
*Ceren Ozgul*  
Baruch College, CUNY, US  
< ceren.ozgul@gmail.com >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VI  11:20 AM – 1:20 PM

PANEL U7
New Research on Ukraine during World War II

CHAIR
Omer Bartov
(Brown U, US)
< omer.bartov@gmail.com >

PAPERS
Ivan Katchanovski
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
< ikatchan@uottawa.ca >
The Politics of World War II in Contemporary Ukraine

Yuri Zhukov
(Harvard U, US)
< zhukov@fas.harvard.edu >
Strategic Deportation: Explaining the Excesses of Soviet Counterinsurgency

Olena Petrenko
(Ruhr U of Bochum, Germany)
< olena.petrenko@yahoo.de >
Resocialization of Former Female OUN and UPA Members in Post-Stalinist Ukraine

Per Rudling
(Lund U, Sweden)
< per_anders.rudling@hist.lu.se >
Mykola Lebed, OUNz, and the CIA: Cold War Cooperation, 1949-1991

DISCUSSANT
Jared McBride
(UCLA, US)
< Jaredhw61@yahoo.com >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VI  11:20 AM – 1:20 PM

PANEL N9

Gender and Nationalism: Feminist Approaches to Nation-Building

CHAIR

Birte Siim
(Aalborg U, Denmark)
< siim@cgs.aau.dk >

PAPERS

Margaret Power
(Illinois Institute of Technology, US)
< power@iit.edu >
Gender, the Puerto Rican Nationalist Party, and the Construction of the Nation

Catherine Côté
(U of Sherbrooke, Canada)
< catherine.b.cote@usherbrooke.ca >
How Nationalism Becomes Your Identity: The Case of “Québécoises”

Marta de Zuniga
(U of Warsaw, Poland)
< Marta@dezuniga.pl >
The Women’s Congress, Its Influence on Poland’s Political Agenda and Its Potential Impact on Nation-Building

Luciana Jinga
(Université d’Angers, France)
< mia.jinga@gmail.com >
Trust as a Gendered Construction in Communist Romania: A Case Study-The Activity of Communist Women Mass Organisation in Romania

Stacey L. Hunt
(Auburn U, US)
< staceyhunt@auburn.edu >
The Power of Pageantry: The National Spectacle of Miss Columbia Contests

DISCUSSANT

Jill Vickers
(Carleton U, Canada)
< jill.vickers@sympatico.ca >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VI  11:20 AM – 1:20 PM

PANEL B09


**CHAIR**

*Jack Snyder*
(Columbia U, US)  
<jls6@columbia.edu>

**PARTICIPANTS**

*Nicholas Sambanis*
(Yale U, US)  
<nicholas.sambanis@yale.edu>

*Evan Lieberman*
(Princeton U, US)  
<esl@princeton.edu>

*Andreas Wimmer*
(Princeton U, US)  
<awimmer@princeton.edu>

● ● ●
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VII  2:50 – 4:50 PM

PANEL BK7

*Identities in Post-War Bosnia*

**CHAIR**

_Vjeran Pavlakovic_  
(U of Rijeka, Croatia)  
<vjeranp@gmail.com>

**PAPERS**

_Mary Kate Schneider_  
(U of Maryland, US)  
<mks@umd.edu>  
*Separate but Not Equal: Education and Attitudes in Bosnia-Herzegovina*

_Branka Marijan_  
(Wilfrid Laurier U, Canada)  
<bmarijan@balsillieschool.ca>  
*The Politics of Contentious Citizenship in Bosnia-Herzegovina*

**DISCUSSANT**

_Chip Gagnon_  
(Ithaca College, NY)  
<vgagnon@ithaca.edu>
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VII   2:50 – 4:50 PM

PANEL BK13  
*Refugees, Returns and Conflict in the Balkans*

**CHAIR**  
*Mila Dragojevic*  
(U of the South, US)  
< midragoj@sewanee.edu >

**PAPERS**  

*Dženeta Karabegovic*  
(U of Warwick, UK)  
< d.karabegovic@warwick.ac.uk >  
*Diaspora and Reconciliation: The Bosnia-Herzegovina Diaspora*

*Seraina Rüegger*  
(Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich)  
< ruegger@icr.gess.ethz.ch >  
*Refugee Movements, Transnational Ethnic Linkages and Conflict Diffusion*

*Sebina Sivac-Bryant*  
(U College London, UK)  
< s.sivac-bryant@ucl.ac.uk >  
*The Biggest Small Town in Bosnia: How Local and Global Networks can Enable Contested Return in a Post-Conflict, Post-Exile Context*

*Marija Grujic*  
(Goethe U, Frankfurt, Germany)  
< marija.grujic@gmail.com >  
*The Intersectionality of the Religious, National and Gender Identities Among Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) from Kosovo in Serbia*

**DISCUSSANT**  
*Tanya Domi*  
(Columbia U, US)  
< tanya.domi@gmail.com >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH   SESSION VII  2:50 – 4:50 PM

PANEL CE1
Scholars as Public Intellectuals Weighing in on History and Politics in East Central Europe (Roundtable)

CHAIR
Holly Case
(Cornell U, US)
< hac27@cornell.edu >

PARTICIPANTS
Katherine Fleming
(NYU, US)
< kef1@nyu.edu >

Florian Bieber
(U of Graz, Austria)
< florian.bieber@uni-graz.at >

Timothy Snyder
(Yale U, US)
< timothy.snyder@yale.edu >

Istvan Deak
(Columbia U, U)
< id1@columbia.edu >

Kim Scheppele
(Princeton U, US)
< kimlane@Princeton.edu >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VII  2:50 – 4:50 PM

PANEL CE17
The Politics of Ethnic Categorization in Central Europe

CHAIR
Lisa Koriouchkina
(Independent Researcher, Williamstown, MA, US)
< lisa.koriouchkina@gmail.com >

Volha Charnysh
(Harvard U, US)
< vcharnysh@fas.harvard.edu >
*Ethnic Geography and Political Values: Long-Term Effects of Ethnic Transformations in Central and Eastern Europe*

Myra Waterbury
(Ohio U, US)
< waterbur@ohio.edu >
*Emigration and Ethnic Demography in East Central Europe: How Nationalizing States Respond to the Challenges of Migration*

Andras L. Pap
(Central European U, Hungary)
< papa@ceu.hu >
*Group Boundaries and Membership Criteria: Notes on the Legal Conceptualization of Ethno-National Identity*

Szabolcs Pogonyi
(Central European U, Hungary)
< pogonyi@ceu.hu >
*Citizenship Tests in East Central Europe*

DISCUSSANT
Julien Danero Iglesias
(U Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium)
< jdaneroi@ulb.ac.be >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VII  2:50 – 4:50 PM

PANEL EU10
Experiments in Democracy Assistance

CHAIR
Jody M. LaPorte
(Wittenberg U, US)
< jody.laporte@gmail.com >

PAPERS
Tsveta Petrova
(Harriman Institute, Columbia U, US)
< tsveta_petrova@mac.com >
Exporting Revolution:
Why Only Some New Democracies Promote Democracy Abroad?

Jesse R. Driscoll
(U of California San Diego, US)
< jdriscoll@ucsd.edu >
The Accidental Panopticon

Fredrik M Sjoberg
(Columbia U, US)
< sf2614@columbia.edu >
The Politics of Election Fraud in Post-Revolutionary Kyrgyzstan

Oleh Protsyk
(U of Flensburg, Germany)
< protsyk@gmail.com >
The Power of the In-Group:
A Voter Education Field Experiment in Southern Kyrgyzstan

DISCUSSANT
Charles King
(Georgetown U, US)
< kingch@georgetown.edu >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH   SESSION VII   2:50 – 4:50 PM

PANEL K5
De Facto States and Divided Societies

CHAIR
Artin H. Arslanian
(Marist College, US)
< artin.arslanian@marist.edu >

PAPERS

Margarita Balmaceda
(Seton Hall U/Harvard U, US)
< balmaced@fas.harvard.edu >
De-Facto Statehood, Post-Soviet Economic Transition, Elite Rent-Seeking and Relations with Patron and Parent States

Magdalena Dembinska
(U of Montreal, Canada)
< magdalena.dembinska@umontreal.ca >
Trust-Building in Divided Societies: The Case of Georgia and Abkhazia

Lilia Arakelyan
(U of Miami, US)
< l.arakelyan@umiami.edu >
Ethnic Conflicts in the South Caucasus: The Causes of Underdevelopment and the Challenges of Democratization

Malkhaz Toria
(Ilia State U, Georgia)
< malkhaztoria@yahoo.com >
Ethnic Conflicts, Forced Migration and Memories of Displaced Persons in Post-Soviet Georgia

DISCUSSANT
Thea Rokke
(U of Oslo, Norway)
< thea.rokke@ilos.uio.no >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VII  2:50 – 4:50 PM

PANEL R6

*Prejudice and the Russian Far Right*

**CHAIR**

*Helge Blakkisrud*

(Norwegian Institute of International Affairs, Oslo)

< helge.blakkisrud@nupi.no >

**PAPERS**

*Nikki Butkovich Kraus*

(U of Wisconsin-Madison, US)

< nkraus@ssc.wisc.edu >

*A Discriminating Look at Prejudice in Russia*

*Tova Höjdestrand*

(Lund U, Sweden)

< tova.hojdestrand@soc.lu.se >

*Children’s Rights as a National Threat: Parental Concerns and Juvenile Justice in Contemporary Russia*

*Larry Markowitz*

(Rowan U, US)

< markowitzl@rowan.edu >

*Russia’s Fractured Radical Right: A View From the Regions*

*Sofia Tipaldou*

(Autonomous U of Barcelona, Spain)

< Sofia.Tipaldou@uab.cat >

*The Russian “Nationalist-Patriotic Opposition”: Lessons from the New Generation Leaders*

*Andreas Umland*

(U Kyiv-Mohyla Academy, Ukraine)

< andreas.uml@stanfordalumni.org >

*Why the Fascists Won’t Take Over the Kremlin (for Now): A Comparison of Weimar Germany and Post-Soviet Russia*

**DISCUSSANT**

*Maria Popova*

(McGill U, Canada)

< maria.popova@mcgill.ca >
PANEL U10

Pre-Soviet, Soviet and Post-Soviet Lviv: Political Regimes, Social Practices and Discursive Truths

CHAIR
Serhy Yekelchyk  
(U of Victoria, Canada)  
< serhy@uvic.ca >

PAPERS

Khrystyna Chushak  
(Monash U, Australia)  
< khrystyna0505@hotmail.com >
Anti-Soviet Lviv? Contemporary Lviv Intellectuals on the Soviet Past and its Legacy in Present-day Ukraine

Oksana Vynnyk  
(U of Alberta, Canada)  
< vynnyk@ualberta.ca >
Gender, Ethnicity and Urban Public Space in Lviv, 1914-1919

Andriy Zayarnyuk  
(U of Winnipeg, Canada)  
< a.zayarnyuk@uwinnipeg.ca >
“Incessantly Improving the Quality of Soviet Service…”: Serving, Cooking and Managing at the Lviv Train Station’s Restaurant, 1944-1980

DISCUSSANT

Hugo Lane  
(Independent Scholar, NY, US)  
< hugolane@gmail.com >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VII  2:50 – 4:50 PM

PANEL N1
Identity and Violence

CHAIR
Manus I. Midlarsky
(Rutgers U, New Brunswick, US)
< midlarsk@rci.rutgers.edu >

PAPERS
Nicholas Sambanis
(Yale U, US)
< nicholas.sambanis@yale.edu >
William Wohlforth
(Dartmouth College, US)
< William.Wohlforth@dartmouth.edu >
Military Victory and Social Identification:
German National Identity after the Franco-Prussian War

Yoshiko Herrera
(U of Wisconsin, US)
<yherrera@wisc.edu >
Take a Chance: Trust-Building Across Identity Groups

Alan Kuperman
(U of Austin at Texas, US)
< akuperman@mail.utexas.edu >
Constitutional Design for Conflict Management in Africa

Evgeny Finkel
(George Washington U, US)
< efinkel@email.gwu.edu>
Beyond Perpetrators: What the Mass Violence in Literature is Missing

DISCUSSANT
Brendan O’Leary
(U Penn, US)
< boleary@sas.upenn.edu >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VII  2:50 – 4:50 PM

PANEL N10

Gender and Nationalism in Practice

CHAIR
Glenda Sluga
(U of Sydney, Australia)
< glenda.sluga@arts.usyd.edu.au >

PAPERS
Pinar Dokumaci
(U of Toronto, Canada)
< pinar.dokumaci@utoronto.ca >
From Ignorant Arrogance to Arrogant Silence:
Reconsidering the Secular Feminist Discourse on Islamic Feminism in Turkey

Vanja Hamzic
(King’s College London, UK)
< vanja.hamzic.1@city.ac.uk >
Regendering the Nation: The Khwajasara Movement in Pakistan

Amara Thiha
(U of Coimbra, Portugal)
< thiha.amara@gmail.com >
Keeping the Chain for Identity: Limiting Women’s Rights in the Contemporary Burmese Ultra-Nationalist Movements for National Identity

Serpil Sancar
(Ankara U, Turkey)
< serpilsancar@gmail.com >
Between Feminism and Nationalism Gender Regime of Early Turkish Modernization, 1890-1935

Tim Nieguth
(Laurentian U, Canada)
< tnieguth@laurentian.ca >
The Ends of Liberal Nationalism:
Gender Equality and Naturalization in Baden-Württemberg

DISCUSSANT
Margaret Power
(Illinois Institute of Technology, US)
< power@iit.edu >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VII  2:50 – 4:50 PM

PANEL TH3
Diaspora and Transnationalism

CHAIR
Don Van Atta
(Independent Researcher, NC, US)
< donvanatta@earthlink.net >

PAPERS

Erin Hughes
(U of Edinburgh, UK)
< erin.e.hughes@gmail.com >
"The Future of Nineveh: Assyrian and Chaldean Diasporic Nationalism Following Iraq's Post-War Ethnic Conflict"

Dragana Kovacevic
(U of Oslo, Norway)
< dragana.kovacevic@ilos.uio.no >
"I Can Never Really Become Norwegian, but I am no Longer Bosnian Either": Integration and Belonging of the 1,5th Generation of Bosnians in Norway

Aryo Makko
(Stockholm U, Sweden/U of Oxford, UK)
< aryo.makko@historia.su.se >
"State and Minorities in the Global Age: Transnational Diaspora Activism and Contemporary Turkish Politics"

Irina Culic
(Babes-Bolyai U, Hungary)
< irinaculic@yahoo.com >
"Captive Migrants: Immigration and Transnationalism of Romanian Immigrants to Canada"

DISCUSSANT
Ion Voicu Sucală
(U of Glasgow, UK)
< i.sucala.1@research.gla.ac.uk >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VII  2:50 – 4:50 PM

PANEL B01
Book Panel on Sener Akturk’s *Regimes of Ethnicity and Nationhood in Germany, Russia, and Turkey* (Cambridge University Press, 2012)

CHAIR
TBA

PARTICIPANTS
Dmitry Gorenburg
(Harvard U, US)
< gorenburg@gmail.com >

Sherrill Stroschein
(U College London, UK)
< s.stroschein@ucl.ac.uk >

Gunes Murat Tezcur
(Loyola U, US)
< gtezcur@luc.edu >

Sener Akturk
(Koc U, Turkey)
< sakturk@ku.edu.tr >
PANEL BK6

Beyond National(ist) Common Sense: Critical Ethnographies of Contemporary Eastern Europe and the Former Soviet Union

CHAIR

Daina S. Eglitis
(George Washington U, US)
<dainas@gwu.edu>

PAPERS

Sabrina Perić
(U of Calgary, Canada)
<speric@ucalgary.ca>
Metals are the Marrow of this Land: An Underground Perspective on the Nationalist Balkans

Dace Dzenovska
(U of Oxford, UK)
<dace.dzenovska@gmail.com>
The Great Departure: Rethinking National(ist) Common Sense

Diana Mincyte
(NYU, US)
<dianamincyte@gmail.com>
The Potato Republic: Competing Visions of Nationalism and History in Europeanizing Lithuania

Larisa Kurtović
(U of California Berkeley, US)
<larisak@berkeley.edu>
Can Muslims and Croats Live Together? Two Perspectives from Central Bosnia

DISCUSSANT

Zhanara Nauruzbayeva
(Columbia U, US)
<zn2123@columbia.edu>
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VIII  5:10 – 7:10 PM

PANEL BK16

Uneven Citizenship:
Minorities and Migration in the Post-Yugoslav Space

CHAIR
Igor Štiks
(U of Edinburgh, UK)
<i>i.stiks@ed.ac.uk>

PAPERS

Biljana Djordjevic
(U of Belgrade, Serbia)
<b>biljana.djordjevic@fpn.bg.ac.rs</b>
Inequality and Politics of Return in the Post-Yugoslav Space

Viktor Koska
(U of Zagreb, Croatia)
<vkoska@fpzg.hr>
Refugee Integration and Citizenship Policies:
The Case Study of Croatian Serbs in Vojvodina

Gëzim Krasniqi
(U of Edinburgh, UK)
<G.Krasniqi@ed.ac.uk>
Minorities, Asymmetrical Rights and Differentiated Citizenship:
The Case of Kosovo

Julija Sardelić
(U of Edinburgh, UK)
<julija.sardelić@ed.ac.uk>
Roma on the Margins of Citizenship:
Romani Minorities in the Context of Post-Yugoslav Citizenship Regimes

Dejan Stjepanović
(U of Edinburgh, UK)
<dejan.stjepanovic@ed.ac.uk>
“Perceived Co-Ethnics” and Kin-State Citizenship in Southeastern Europe

DISCUSSANT

Adam Fagan
(Queen Mary, U of London, UK)
<a.fagan@qmul.ac.uk>
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PANEL BK22

*The Unfinished Business: The Balkans Between EU Crisis and Resurgent Nationalism (Roundtable)*

**CHAIR**

Tvrtko Jakovina  
(U of Zagreb, Croatia)  
<Tvrtko.Jakovina@ffzg.hr>

**PARTICIPANTS**

Eric Gordy  
(U College London, UK)  
<e.gordy@ucl.ac.uk>  
*Assessing the Change of Regime in Serbia*

Milica Uvalic  
(U of Perugia, Italy)  
<uvalic@unipg.it>  
*The Ongoing Economic Crisis in the Balkans: Economic, Social and Political implications*

Julie Mostov  
(Drexel U, US)  
<mostovj@drexel.edu>  
*Emerging from a Web of Hard Borders*

Stefano Bianchini  
(U of Bologna, Italy)  
<stefano.bianchini@unibo.it>  
*Old/New Nationalisms in the Western Balkans: Is There and Alternative to EU Integration?*

Francesco Privitera  
(U of Bologna, Italy)  
<francesco.privitera@unibo.it>  
*The EU Lessons Not Learned from the Yugoslav Demise*
PANEL CE3

*Migration and Integration*

**CHAIR**

Sanjay Jeram  
(Brock U, Canada)  
<sjeram@brocku.ca>

**PAPERS**

Bruce S. Burnside  
(Columbia U, US)  
<bsb2125@columbia.edu>  
"I Want a Good Friend":  
Youth Work and Belonging Among Migrant Girls in Berlin

Nina Michalikova  
(Texas Woman's U, US)  
<nmichalikova@mail.twu.edu>  
Socioeconomic Adaptation of Post-1991 Eastern European Immigrants in the United States

Sara E. Swerdlyk  
(U College London, UK)  
<saraswerdlyk@gmail.com>  
Security and Race within Contemporary Hungarian Romani Migration to Canada:  
A Postcolonial Examination of the Security-Migration-Nexus

**DISCUSSANT**

Andras L. Pap  
(Central European U, Hungary)  
<papa@ceu.hu>
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VIII  5:10 – 7:10 PM

PANEL CE18
Performing Nationalism in Interwar Romania

CHAIR
Cristian Cercel
(New Europe College, Romania)
< ccercel@nec.ro >

PAPERS
Justin Classen
(U of Pittsburgh, US)
< jdc89@pitt.edu >
The Value-Added Soul: Global Capitalism and National Identity in Interwar Romania

Roland Clark
(Eastern Connecticut State U, US)
< clarkrol@easternct.edu >
Aromanians in Romania’s Legion of the Archangel Michael

Ionuţ Biliuţa
(Babeş Bolyai U, Romania)
< anahoretus@gmail.com >
Reforming the Romanian Orthodox Church from the Right?
The Modernizing Law Project from 1940

DISCUSSANT
Holly Case
(Cornell U, US)
< hac27@cornell.edu >
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PANEL EU12

Political Legitimacy, Law, and Justice in China and Asia

CHAIR

Michael Bryant
(Bryant U, US)
< mbryant@bryant.edu >

PAPERS

David M. Crowe
(Elon U, US)
< crowed@elon.edu >
The Nuremberg and Tokyo IMT Trials: A Comparative Look at the Adjudication of World War II Crimes in Europe and Asia

Yun Xia
(Valparaiso U, US)
< yun.xia@valpo.edu >
Hanjian on Trial: Crime and Punishment of Collaboration during the Sino-Japanese War, 1937-1945

Ting Zhang
(Johns Hopkins U, US)
< zhangting63@gmail.com >
Lectures on Laws:
Popular Legal Education and the Empire-building of Qing China (1644-1911)

DISCUSSANT

Timothy Waters
(Indiana U, US)
< tiwaters@indiana.edu >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VIII  5:10 – 7:10 PM

PANEL EU14
Rural Households, Land Reform and Grain Export in Russia and Eurasia

CHAIR
Holly Decker
(Columbia U, US)
< hcd2115@columbia.edu >

PAPERS
Brent D. Hierman
(Virginia Military Institute, US)
< hiermanbd@vmi.edu >
The Farmers Must Be Guided: Political Obstacles to Land Reform in Tajikistan

Don Van Atta
(Independent Researcher, NC, US)
< donvanatta@earthlink.net >
Has Agricultural Land Reform in Tajikistan Made a Difference?

Nazym Shedenova
(al-Farabi Kazakh National U, Kazakhstan)
< nshedenova@hotmail.com >
A Comparative Analysis of Urban and Rural Households in Kazakhstan

Janetta Azarieva
(Hebrew U, Israel)
< janetta.azarieva@mail.huji.ac.il >
Grain and Power in Russia 2001-2011

DISCUSSANT
Michael Rywkin
(City College, NY, US)
< mrywkin@aol.com >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VIII  5:10 – 7:10 PM

PANEL K6
Beyond Stalemate in Karabakh

CHAIR
Mikail Mamedov
(Georgetown U, US)
< mamedorm@georgetown.edu >

PAPERS
Ohannes Geukjian
(American U of Beirut, Lebanon)
< og01@aub.edu.lb >
Necessary Transformations for Conflict Resolution in Nagorno-Karabakh

Fariz Ismailzade
(Azerbaijan Diplomatic Academy, Baku)
< fismailzade@ada.edu.az >
Impact of the Establishment of Azerbaijani Community of Nagorno-Karabakh on Track Two Diplomacy and Peace Negotiations

Sebastian Muth
(Greifswald U, Germany)
< sebastian.muth@uni-greifswald.de >
Symbols, Language Use and the Construction of Nationality in Nagorno-Karabakh

James Warhola
(U of Maine, US)
< james.warhola@umit.maine.edu >
Light in the Dark Garden: The Nagorno-Karabakh Stalemate in Light of Current Regional Turmoil: Novel Prospects for Resolution?

DISCUSSANT
Thomas de Waal
(Carnegie Endowment, Washington, DC)
< tdewaal@carnegieendowment.org >

● ● ●
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VIII  5:10 – 7:10 PM

PANEL TK6
Legacies of the Ottoman Empire

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS

Zeynep Aktüre
(Izmir Institute of Technology, Turkey)
< zeynepakture@iyte.edu.tr >
Bury the Monster!!! War Can be Fought and Won only when the Dead are Buried and Forgotten

Ozan Arslan
(Izmir U of Economics, Turkey)
< ozan.arslan@ieu.edu.tr >
Politics of Co-Ethnics and Memory of a Military Expedition in the Caucasus

Nikolaos Biziouras
(US Naval Academy, US)
< bizioura@usna.edu >

Carolina Arnold
(CUNY Brooklyn College, US)
< cea1000@gmail.com >
Nation-Building in the Balkans: Regional Political Economies and the Greek-Turkish Population Exchange

Öztürk Kart
(Necmettin Erbakan U, Turkey)
< ozturkkart@gmail.com >
A Turn Point for the Turkish Community of Macedonia: The Yucel Organisation Case

Nikolaos Michailidis
(Princeton U, US)
< nmichail@princeton.edu >
Rituals of Belonging: Music-Making and Ethnic Identity in Turkey

DISCUSSANT
Ana Djordjevic
(U of Graz, Austria)
< ana.djordjevic@uni-graz.at >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VIII  5:10 – 7:10 PM

PANEL U9

Migration in and from Ukraine

CHAIR
Alexandra Hrycak
(Reed College, US)
<hrycak@reed.edu>

PAPERS

Volodymyr Yevtukh
(Dragomanov U, Ukraine)
<yevtukh@ukr.net>
New Ethnicity, New Problems:
Immigrants in the Ukrainian Social and Cultural Space

Natalia Khanenko Friesen
(U of Saskatchewan, Canada)
<natalia.khanenkofriesen@gmail.com>
The Female Face of Ukrainian Migrants’ Creative Writing:
Agency, Voice, Representation

Aleksandra Jawornicka-Nowosad
(Independent Researcher, Poland)
<nowola@poczta.onet.pl>
Integration of Female Immigrants from Ukraine in Polish Labour Market and Society

Halyna Lemekh
(St. Francis College, US)
<hlemekh@aol.com>
Hyphenated Identities of Newly Arrived Immigrants in New York City

Olena Panych
(Penn State U, US)
<olenadn@yahoo.com>
In Search of New Identities: Religious Immigrants from Ukraine in the US

DISCUSSANT
Iryna Koshulap
(Central European U, Hungary)
<i_koshulap@yahoo.com>
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VIII  5:10 – 7:10 PM

PANEL N13  
Reshaping the Arena of National Civic Integration: The Post-Multicultural Moment and the Challenge of the Populist Right

CHAIR
Sofia Tipaldou
(Autonomous U of Barcelona, Spain)  
< Sofia.Tipaldou@uab.cat >

PANELISTS
Mabel Berezin
(Cornell U, US)  
< mmb39@cornell.edu >
Surprise, What Surprise?: the New “Old” Nationalism in Europe

Aviad Rubin
(U of Haifa, Israel)  
< aviadrubin@poli.haifa.ac.il >
Should we Base Cultural Recognition on Historical Entitlement? Muslim Immigrants in Europe and the Challenge of Inclusion

Daphna Elfersy
(SciencesPo, France/Tel Aviv U, Israel)  
< delfersy@gmail.com >
The Populist Right in the Netherlands

Matthew Goodwin
(U of Nottingham, UK)  
< matthew.goodwin@nottingham.ac.uk >
Still an Exceptional Case? The Challenge from the Radical Right in Britain

Alberto Spektorowski
(Tel Aviv U, Israel)  
< albertos@tau.ac.il >
The Reconstruction of “Exclusionary” Democratic Nationalism: The Anti-Burqa National Identity of France

DISCUSSANT
Russell Hardin
(NYU, US)  
< russell.hardin@nyu.edu >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VIII  5:10 – 7:10 PM

PANEL B010

*Book Panel on Fotini Christia’s Alliance Formation in Civil Wars (Cambridge University Press, 2012)*

CHAIR

**Adria Lawrence**  
(Yale U, US)  
< adria.lawrence@yale.edu >

PARTICIPANTS

**Jack Snyder**  
(Columbia U, US)  
< jls6@columbia.edu >

**Alexander Downes**  
(George Washington U, US)  
< downes@gwu.edu >

**Zeynep Bulutgil**  
(Tufts U, US)  
< zeynep.bulutgil@tufts.edu >

**Fotini Christia**  
/MIT, US)  
< cfotini@mit.edu >
FRIDAY APRIL 19TH  SESSION VIII  5:10 – 7:10 PM

PANEL B012
Book Panel on Marci Shore’s The Taste of Ashes: The Afterlife of Totalitarianism in Eastern Europe (Random House, 2013)

CHAIR
TBA

PARTICIPANTS
Halyna Mokrushyna
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
< halyna_mok@videotron.ca >

Patrice Dabrowski
(Harvard U, US)
< pmdab@yahoo.com >

Peter Vermeersch
(U of Leuven, Belgium)
< peter.vermeersch@soc.kuleuven.be >

David Satter
(Hudson Institute, US)
< satter.david@gmail.com >

Marci Shore
(Yale U, US)
< marci.shore@yale.edu >
PANEL BK18

*History, Politics and Memory of Bosnian War: Inter- and Trans-national Reverberations*

**CHAIR**
Dino Abazovic  
(U of Sarajevo, Bosnia)  
< dabazovic@gmail.com >

**PAPERS**

-Dubravka Žarkov  
(Erasmus U, Rotterdam, Netherlands)  
< zarkov@iss.nl >  
*Remembering Srebrenica: Bosnia and The Netherlands in the Dutch TV Miniseries “De Enclave”*

-Maria Koinova  
(Warwick U, UK)  
< m.koinova@warwick.ac.uk >  
*Post-Yugoslav Diasporas in the Netherlands: National Politics, Transnational Engagements and Diasporic Identities*

-Doris Buss  
(Carleton U, Canada)  
< doris_buss@carleton.ca >  
*“Making Sense” of Violence: Expert Evidence and the Criminal Tribunals for Yugoslavia and Rwanda*

**DISCUSSANT**
Ruti Teitel  
(NYU, US)  
< teitelruti@aol.com >
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH   SESSION IX   9:00 – 11:00 AM

PANEL BK23
National Indifference and Nationalities Politics

CHAIR
Oto Luthar
(Scientific Research Center, Slovenia)
< oto.luthar@zrc-sazu.si >

PAPERS
Irina Gigova
(College of Charleston, US)
< gigovai@cofc.edu >
The Feeble Charm of National Communism: Writers and Cultural Politics in Zhivkov's Bulgaria

Suzana Vuljevic
(Columbia U, US)
< sv2367@columbia.edu >
On the Verge of Becoming Albanian: Poetic Expressions of Nation, 1878-1912

Harun Buljina
(Columbia U, US)
< harun.buljina@gmail.com >
Belated Nation: The Muslim Question, National Indifference, and the 1971 Yugoslav Census

Victor Petrov
(Columbia U, US)
< victor.p.petrov@gmail.com >
Creating, Celebrating and Constricting the Socialist Nation: Bulgaria’s 1300th Anniversary and the Narrowing of National Categories

DISCUSSANT
Bojan Savic
(Virginia Tech, US)
< raggio@vt.edu >
SUNDAY APRIL 20TH  |  SESSION IX  |  9:00 – 11:00 AM

PANEL CE4
*Migration, Dislocation, and Identity Formation*

**CHAIR**
Bruce S. Burnside  
(Columbia U, US)  
< bsb2125@columbia.edu >

**PAPERS**

**M. Benjamin Thorne**  
(Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College, US)  
< bthorne@abac.edu >  
*A Sort of Liberation: The Experience of Roma Returnees from Transnistria, 1944-1948*

**Alin Rus**  
(U of Massachusetts, US)  
< rusalin445@yahoo.com >  
*Intangible Cultural Heritage, Migration and Nationalism Symbols in Post-Socialist Rural Romania*

**Zohar Segev**  
(U of Haifa, Israel)  
< zsegev@research.haifa.ac.il >  
*Globalization, National Identity and Ethnic Struggle: The Jewish Diaspora in Europe after the Second World War in a 70-Year Perspective*

**Sarah Scholl-Schneider**  
(Johannes-Gutenberg U, Germany)  
< scholl-schneider@uni-mainz.de >  
*Home-field Advantage or Restarted Integration? The Czech Remigration after 1989*

**Marina Mikhaylova**  
(Temple U, US)  
< marinam@uchicago.edu >  
*Mobility, Marginality, and Transnational Belonging in the EU*

**DISCUSSANT**

**Mica Hall**  
(Defense Language Institute, US)  
< mica.hall1@gmail.com >
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH   SESSION IX   9:00 – 11:00 AM

PANEL CE8
Roma Rights and the Politics of Recognition

CHAIR
Djordje Stefanovic
(St. Mary’s U, Canada)
< djordje.stefanovic@smu.ca >

PAPERS
Eliana Desiderio
(U College London, UK)
< eliana.desiderio.10@ucl.ac.uk >

Marian D. Ilie
Adriana Isac
(West U of Timişoara, Romania)
< apollo121805@yahoo.it > < adriana_27_2007@yahoo.com >
Interpersonal Relation Models of Roma Ethnics in a Romanian School

Radim Marada
(Masaryk U, Czech Republic)
< marada@fss.muni.cz >
Ethnicity Without Culture: Implications for Multicultural Education and the Politics of Recognition

Marius Matichescu
Anamaria Bica
(West U of Timisoara, Romania)
< marius.matichescu@gmail.com > < anabica93@gmail.com >
Modes of Social Integration and Political Participation in a Roma Community

Neil Cruickshank
(Algoma U, Canada)
< neil.cruickshank@algomau.ca >
Nationalism in Vitro: Constructing the Roma Nation from the Outside In?

DISCUSSANT
Melanie Ram
(California State U, Fresno US)
< meram@csufresno.edu >
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH  SESSION IX  9:00 – 11:00 AM

PANEL CE22
*Constructing National Identities*

**CHAIR**
Howard Schweber
(Nazarbayev U, Kazakhstan/U of Wisconsin-Madison, US)
< hschweber@nu.edu.kz >

**PAPERS**

Marta Cieslak
(SUNY at Buffalo, US)
< cieslak2@buffalo.edu >
“The General Civilization” and the Polish Struggle for Existence:
Nationalism and Class in Poland of the Second Half of the Nineteenth Century

Alisa van Kleef
(Rice U, US)
< amv1@rice.edu >
The Borders of German Identity:
The Rhineland as a Contested Space in Weimar Germany

Roxana Adina Huma
(U of Plymouth, UK)
< adina.huma@plymouth.ac.uk >
No Room for the Middle Ground?
The Problems Facing Moldovan Civic Identity

Anastasia Mitrofanova
(Diplomatic Academy, Moscow, Russia)
< anastasia-mit@mail.ru >
Moldova and Transnistria: Incompatible Identities

Balázs Majtényi
(Eötvös Loránd U, Hungary)
< foldresz@gmail.com >
Nation Building and the New Hungarian Constitution

**DISCUSSANT**
Allan Kagedan
(Carleton U, Canada)
< alkagedan@live.ca>
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH  SESSION IX   9:00 – 11:00 AM

PANEL EU8  
*Post-Soviet History, Memory, and Identity: Perspectives from the Baltic, Caucasus, and Central Asia*

**CHAIR**
**Tarik Cyril Amar**  
(Columbia U, US)  
< tca2109@columbia.edu >

**PAPERS**

**Ian Lanzillotti**  
(Ohio State U, US)  
< lanzillotti.1@osu.edu >

*Between Balkar-Alania and Princely Kabarda: National Histories, Interethnic Relations, and the “Land Question” in the Post-Soviet North Caucasus*

**Elo-Hanna Seljamaa**  
(U of Tartu, Estonia)  
< elo-hanna.seljamaa@ut.ee >

*Reiterating Rupture and Kinship: New Nationalizing Holidays in Post-Soviet Estonia*

**Benjamin Gatling**  
(Duke U, US)  
< benjamin.gatling@duke.edu >

*Islamic Devotion Beyond “The Hidden Veil”: Soviet Memories and Post-Soviet Identities in Tajik Sufism*

**Noah Tucker**  
(Department of Defense, US)  
< ntucker@post.harvard.edu >

**Sarah Kendzior**  
(Independent Scholar, US)  
< kendzior@wustl.edu >

*Digital Memory and a “Massacre”: Post-Soviet Uzbek Identity in the Age of Social Media*

**Michael Khodarkovsky**  
(Loyola U Chicago, US)  
< mkhodar@luc.edu >

*Defining and Defying Islamic Identity in Imperial Russia*

**DISCUSSANT**

**Sufian Zhemukhov**  
(George Washington U, US)  
< zhemukho@gwu.edu >
PANEL R7

Religion and Education in Minority Identity Construction

CHAIR
Nelly Bekus  
(Davis Center, Harvard U, US)  
<nbekus@fas.harvard.edu>

PAPERS
Alexander Tedeschi  
(Harvard U, US)  
<tedeschi@fas.harvard.edu>  

*Nation-Building in Contemporary Russia: Regional Challenges of Integrating Religious Subjects Into Public Schools*

Edward Holland  
(U of Colorado Boulder, US)  
<tedholland@gmail.com>  

*Religious Practice and Belief in the Republic of Buryatia: Buryats and Russians Compared*

Ekaterina Khodzhaeva  
(Harvard U, US)  
<ekatherina.khodzhaeva@gmail.com>  

*Religious Identity as Contemporary Imperative in Russia: The Case of “Nominal” Muslim Youth in Tatarstan*

Dominik Müller  
(U of Zurich, Switzerland)  
<dominik.mueller2@uzh.ch>  

*Between Profession and Mission: Islamic Education and Educational Strategies of Young Muslims in Post-Soviet Tatarstan*

Dilyara Suleymanova  
(U of Zurich, Switzerland)  
<s_dily@hotmail.com>  

*Education Between Religion and Secularism: The Case of Post-Soviet Tatarstan*

DISCUSSANT
Kate Graney  
(Skidmore College, US)  
<kgraney@skidmore.edu>
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH  
SESSION IX  
9:00 – 11:00 AM

PANEL TK1  
Geo-Identities in School Textbooks

CHAIR  
Dilan Okcuoglu  
(Queen’s U, Canada)  
< 8do@queensu.ca >

PAPERS

Özkan Akpınar  
(Boğaziçi U, Turkey)  
< ozkanakpinar@gmail.com >  
*Reading Imperial Territories: Geographical Imagination in School Textbooks during the Late Ottoman Period, 1876-1908*

Sezgi Durgun  
(Marmara U, Turkey)  
< sezgi2005@gmail.com >  
*Representations of Turkish Homeland in School Texts: A Comparison of the 1930s and 2000s*

Murat Yesiltas  
(Sakarya U, Turkey)  
< muratyesiltas@gmail.com >  
*Militarism, National Identity and the Discursive Production of Turkey’s Geopolitics in the School Textbooks*

Liasan Şahin  
(Marmara U, Turkey)  
< leysen@marmara.edu.tr >  
*Search for Political Space As Reflected In Post-Soviet History Textbooks: The Case of Tatarstan*

DISCUSSANT

Damla Aksel  
(Koç U, Turkey)  
< dabayraktar@ku.edu.tr >
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH  SESSION IX  9:00 – 11:00 AM

PANEL U12
Economic Transitions in the Former Soviet Union

CHAIR
Margarita Balmaceda  
(Seton Hall U/Harvard U, US)  
< balmaced@fas.harvard.edu >

PAPER
David James Meadows  
(Dalhousie U, Canada)  
< djmeadow@dal.ca >  
The Effects of Political Culture on Divergent Patterns of  
Post-Soviet Political-Economic Transformation: A Comparison of Latvia and Belarus

Viatcheslav Avioutskii  
(Ecole des Dirigeants et Créateurs d’Entreprise, France)  
< avioutskii@yahoo.fr >  
Business and Politics:  
Comparing the Trajectories of Bulgaria, Ukraine and Russia

Taras Fedirko  
(U of Bologna, Italy)  
< taras.fedirko@gmail.com >  
The Making of a “Soft State”? Corruption Practices  
in the Bureaucratic Apparatus of Present-Day Ukraine

Andrei Stsiapanau  
(European Humanities U, Lithuania)  
< andrei.stsiapanau@ehu.lt >  
Nations and Atom in Post-Soviet States:  
Technopolitical Regimes in Russia, Belarus and Lituania

DISCUSSANT
Dan Epstein  
(Colgate U, US)  
< depstein@colgate.edu >
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH   SESSION IX  9:00 – 11:00 AM

PANEL N2

*Ethnic Conflict*

**CHAIR**

*Ivan Katchanovski*  
(U of Ottawa, Canada)  
<ikatchan@uottawa.ca>

**PAPERS**

*Miriam Hänni*  
(U of Zurich, Switzerland)  
<miriam.haenni@zda.uzh.ch>  
*Minority Inclusion and Ethnic Conflict: Bringing Minority Preferences Back In*

*Stacie Goddard*

*Marsin Alshamary*  
(Wellesley College, US)  
<sgoddard@wellesley.edu> <malshama@wellesley.edu>  
*Shrines of Dissidence: Shia Clerics and Political Mobilization in Baathist Iraq*

*Fazil Moradi*  
(Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology, Germany)  
<moradi@eth.mpg.de>  
*The Ba’ath Regime’s State of Dehumanization: The Operation al-Anfal against Kurds*

*Andrej Tusicisny*  
(Columbia U, US)  
<at2378@columbia.edu>  
*Identity, Threat, Contact or Reciprocity? Causes of Selective Ethnic Discrimination in the Slums of India*

**DISCUSSANT**

*Nikki Butkovich Kraus*  
(U of Wisconsin-Madison, US)  
<nkraus@ssc.wisc.edu>
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH  SESSION IX  9:00 – 11:00 AM

PANEL N18

*Imagining the Nation*

**CHAIR**

*Tsveta Petrova*
(Harriman Institute, Columbia U, US)
< tsveta_petrova@mac.com >

**PAPERS**

**Bojan Savic**
(Virginia Tech, US)
< raggio@vt.edu >
*Situating Serbia: Competing Geopolitical Imaginations and “Europeization”*

**Ana Omaljev**
(U of Reading, UK)
< anaomaljev@gmail.com >
*Constructing the Other/s: Discourses on Europe and Identity in “First” and “Other” Serbia*

**Omri Grinberg**
(U of Toronto, Canada)
< o.grinberg@mail.utoronto.ca >
*Palestinian Child Labor in Israel: Challenging Geo-Political Borders and Categories of Nationality*

**Ekatherina Zhukova**
(Aarhus U, Denmark)
< ezhukova@ps.au.dk >
*Cultural Trauma and National Identity: What is in Common? The Case of Chernobyl in Belarus*

**Reza Bagheri**
(U of Edinburgh, UK)
< r.bagheri@sms.ed.ac.uk >
*Identity Dilemmas: First and Second Generation Muslims’ National Identity in Scotland*

**DISCUSSANT**

**Allison Quatrini**
(George Washington U, US)
< quatrini@gwmail.gwu.edu >
SITURDAY APRIL 20TH   SESSION IX   9:00 – 11:00 AM

PANEL TH5
Youth, Politics, and the Nation in the Balkans and Russia

CHAIR
Marlene Spoerri
(U of Amsterdam, Netherlands)
< marlenespoerri@gmail.com >

PAPERS
Ljubica Spaskovska
(U of Exeter, UK)
< ls351@exeter.ac.uk >
“Comrades, I Don’t Trust You”:
Youth Cultures, Late Socialism and the Last Yugoslav Generation, 1980-1990

Krisztina Rácz
(U of Ljubljana, Slovenia)
< krracz@gmail.com >
Discourses and Practices of Multiculturalism: Hungarian Youth in Vojvodina

Peter Naderer
(U of Bologna, Italy)
peter.naderer2@studio.unibo.it
The Impact of Authoritarian Rule on Political Identity among Chechen Youth

Chiara Pierobon
(U of Bielefeld, Germany)
< chiara.pierobon@gmail.com >
Political Youth Organizations, Music and National Identity in Russia

Regan Naomi Treewater-Lipes
(U of Alberta, Canada)
< regantreewater@gmail.com >
Who Are We? The Identity Construction of Russian-Israeli Youth
in the Work of Larisa Fialkova and Maria Yelenevskaya

DISCUSSANT
Robyn Angley
(Harvard U, US)
< rangley@fas.harvard.edu >
PANEL BK9
Creating Kosovo

CHAIR
Elektra Kostopoulou
(NYU, US)
< ek1819@nyu.edu >

PAPER
Blerina Rexha
(U of Sydney, Australia)
< brex9188@uni.sydney.edu.au >
The Impact of Pan-Slavic Ideologies on the Language of Kosovar Historians’ Depiction of the Ottoman Empire

Klejda Mulaj
(U of Exeter, UK)
< K.Mulaj@exeter.ac.uk >
Political Violence as a Means to State Construction:
Continuity and Change in the Balkan Wars of the 1910s and 1990s

Dahlia Scheindlin
(Tel Aviv U, Israel)
< dahlia60@gmail.com >
Kosovo: Thinking its Way Into Existence

Snejzana Milivojevic
(U of Belgrade, Serbia/Columbia U, US)
< sm3606@columbia.edu >
Persistent Frames: Serbian TV Coverage of Kosovo in the 2000s

DISCUSSANT
Ana Di Lellio
(New School U, US)
< dilellia@newschool.edu >
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH  
SESSION X  
11:20 AM – 1:20 PM

PANEL BK15

World War II Violence in the Balkans

CHAIR

TBA

PAPERS

Ana Antic
(Columbia U, US)
< aa2367@columbia.edu >
Resistance and Revolution: Marxism and Radical Politics of the Yugoslav Partisan Movement, 1941-1945

Dallas Michelbacher
(Central Michigan U, US)
< miche1df@cmich.edu >
The Expropriation of Jewish Property in Sarajevo, 1941-1942

Gregor Kranjc
(Brock U, Canada)
< gkranjc@brocku.ca >
Fumbling for Words: Language and Post-World War II Killings in Yugoslavia

Ljiljana Radonic
(Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna)
< ljiljana.radonic@univie.ac.at >
Croatian and Slovak Invocation of Europe: The Jasenovac Memorial Museum and the Museum of the Slovak National Uprising

DISCUSSANT

Philippe Roseberry
(Queen's U, Canada)
< philippe.roseberry@queensu.ca >
Saturday April 20th  Session X  11:20 AM - 1:20 PM

Panel BK19
Re-Interpreting the Self: History, Politics and Memory in Former Yugoslav Successor States

Chair
Dubravka Žarkov
(Erasmus U Rotterdam, Netherlands)
< zarkov@iss.nl >

Papers
Vjekoslav Perica
(U of Rijeka, Croatia)
< vic.perica@gmail.com >
Nations vs. Generations:
Symbolic Discourses of Heroism in post-Yugoslav States

Dino Abazović
(U of Sarajevo, Serbia)
< dabazovic@gmail.com >
The Politics of Religion and Reconciliation in Bosnia and Herzegovina

Boris Banovac
(U of Rijeka, Croatia)
< bbanovac@pravri.hr >

Vjeran Katunaric
(U of Zadar, Croatia)
< vjeran.katunaric@zg.t-com.hr >
Bottom-up and Top-down Approaches to (Re)building Inter-Ethnic Ties:
The Case of the Former Yugoslavia

Discussant
Eric Gordy
(U College London, UK)
< e.gordy@ucl.ac.uk >
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH  SESSION X  11:20 AM – 1:20 PM

PANEL CE9
Roma Rights and Integration in Comparative Perspective

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS

Lidia Balogh  
(Eötvös Loránd U, Hungary)  
< lidia.balogh@gmail.com >  
Political Discourses on Romani Women in Central Eastern Europe:  
Minority Rights and Social Inclusion

Boróka Bó  
(U of California, San Francisco, US)  
< Boroka.Bo@ucsf.edu >  
Policy, Power and Prejudice: The National Roma Integration Strategies  
of the EU as Contributors to the Marginalization of the Roma

Djordje Stefanovic  
(St. Mary’s U, Canada)  
< djordje.stefanovic@smu.ca >  
Hostility Against Europe’s Most Vulnerable Minority:  
What Explains Anti-Roma Sentiment in Eastern Europe?

DISCUSSANT
Gwendolyn Albert  
(ROMEA, Prague)  
< gwendolyn.albert@gmail.com >
PANEL CE21

Religion and Politics

CHAIR

Marie-Eve Reny
(U of Chicago, US)
< mreny@uchicago.edu >

PAPERS

W. Meredith Bacon
(U of Nebraska at Omaha, US)
< wbacon@unomaha.edu >
The Politics of Sainthood in the Orthodox Countries of Post-Communist Eastern Europe

Alexander Bielicki
(U of Oslo, Norway)
< alexanderbie@msn.com >
Invoking the Nation, Strengthening Devotion: National Discourse at the Slovak National Pilgrimage

Kelly Clancy
(Rutgers U, US)
< kelly.a.clancy@gmail.com >
Politicizing Knowledge: Science as a Contested Terrain in Communist and Post-Communist Poland

Zenon Wasyliw
(Ithaca College, US)
< wasyliw@ithaca.edu >
Orthodox Church Divisions in Independent Ukraine and the Construction of Civil Society

DISCUSSANT

Alexander Mirescu
(Saint Peter’s U, US)
< alexander.mirescu@gmail.com >
PANEL EU3

*Gender Relations in Eurasia*

**CHAIR**

**Dinara Oshurakhunova**  
(Coalition for Democracy and Civil Society, Kyrgyzstan)  
< coalitionkg@gmail.com>

**PAPERS**

**Elham Atashi**  
(Goucher College, US)  
< elham.atashi@goucher.edu>  
*Afghanistan: The War on Women*

**Manduhai Buyandelger**  
(MIT, US)  
< manduhai@mit.edu>  
*One Thousand Border-Crossings: Women's Strategies in Running for Parliament in Post-Socialist Mongolia*

**Daina S. Eglitis**  
(George Washington U, US)  
< dainas@gwu.edu>  
*Skewed Sex Ratios at Birth in Armenia: Causes and Consequences*

**Zulfiya Bakhtibekova**  
(U of Exeter, UK)  
< zb215@exeter.ac.uk>  
*Early Child Female Marriages in Tajikistan: Investigating the Underlying Causes*

**Michelle Commercio**  
(U of Vermont, US)  
< michele.commercio@uvm.edu>  
*Retraditionalization in post-Soviet Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan*

**DISCUSSANT**

**Hélène Thibault**  
(U of Ottawa, Canada)  
< hthib097@uottawa.ca>
PANEL R9  
Using the Past in Russian Nation-Building

CHAIR  
Thomas Sherlock  
(US Military Academy, West Point)  
<thomas.sherlock@usma.edu>

PAPERS  
Guillaume Grégoire-Sauvé  
(Sciences Po, France)  
<guillaume.gregoiresauve@sciences-po.org>  
In Memory of Our Burdened Consciences:  
The Construction of the Soviet Divided Self During Perestroika

Tatiana Kasperski  
(European Humanities U, Lithuania)  
<tatiana.kasperski@ehu.lt>  
Russian Nuclear Imaginary and Visions of National Grandeur

Ilya Yablokov  
(U of Manchester, UK)  
<ilya.yablokov@postgrad.manchester.ac.uk>  
“Sovereign Democracy” and its Enemies: The Conspiracy Notions  
of the August 1991 Coup in the Nation-Building Strategies of Post-Soviet Russia

DISCUSSANT  
Victoria Smolkin-Rothrock  
(Wesleyan U, US)  
<vsmolkin@wesleyan.edu>
PANEL TK4
*Kurdish Conflict in Turkey: Taking Stock*

**CHAIR**
Feryaz Ocakli  
(Skidmore College, US)  
< focakli@skidmore.edu >

**PAPERS**

**Imren Borsuk**  
(Koc U, Turkey)  
< iborsuk@ku.edu.tr >  
*Lynching Incidents toward Kurds and Alevi in Turkey*

**Esra Elmas Balancar**  
(U of Ghent, Belgium)  
< esra.elmas@bilgi.edu.tr >  
*Sacralisation of Politics in Turkey: A Comparative Study of the Perceptions of the Cult of Ataturk and Abdullah Ocalan*

**Dilan Okcuoglu**  
(Queen’s U, Canada)  
< 8do@queensu.ca >  
*State Policies of Territorial Domination in Turkey’s Eastern Borderlands*

**DISCUSSANT**
Nikolaos Biziouras  
(US Naval Academy, US)  
< bizioura@usna.edu >
PANEL U4

*Constructing Ukrainian National Identity*

**CHAIR**

Roman Senkus  
(U of Toronto, Canada)  
<r.senkus@utoronto.ca>

**PAPERS**

Maria Sonevytsky  
(Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute, US)  
<maria.sonevytsky@gmail.com>  
*Chornobyl Songs: Reimagining the Soundscape of Rural Kyivan Polissia*

Serhy Yekelchyk  
(U of Victoria, Canada)  
<serhy@uvic.ca>  
*Dear Departed Comrades: State Mourning Rituals and National Identity in Post-War Ukraine (1943-1953)*

Stephen Shulman  
(Southern Illinois U at Carbondale, US)  
<shulman@siu.edu>  
*National Identity and Public Support for National Autonomy in Ukraine*

Angela Kachuyevski  
(Arcadia U, US)  
<kachuyea@arcadia.edu>

Ronnie Olesker  
(St. Lawrence U, US)  
<rolesker@stlawu.edu>  
*Social Boundaries and Societal Security: The Cases of Estonia, Belgium, Ukraine (Crimea) and Israel*

**DISCUSSANT**

Olena Nikolayenko  
(Fordham U, US)  
<onikolayenko@fordham.edu>
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH   SESSION X   11:20 AM – 1:20 PM

PANEL U13
Approaching 20 Years of Lukashenka: History, Politics, and Memory in Belarus

CHAIR
Thomas Bird
(CUNY, US)
< Thomas.Bird@qc.cuny.edu >

PAPERS
Tatsiana Kulakevich
(Rutgers U, US)
< tatsianakulakevich@gmail.com >
Transition to Democracy: Examining the Belarusian Case

Hienadz Sahanovich
(European Humanities U, Lithuania)
< sahanovich@gmail.com >
What Happened to Belarusian Historiography under Lukashenka?

David Marples
(U of Alberta, Canada)
< drmarples@gmail.com >
Redefining the Partisan Republic: The Limits of War and Memory in Belarus

DISCUSSANT
Curt Woolhiser
(Brandeis U, US)
< cwoolhis@brandeis.edu >
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH  SESSION X  11:20 AM – 1:20 PM

PANEL N3
Globalization, Immigration and Identity

CHAIR
Oxana Shevel
(Tufts U, US)
< oxana.shevel@tufts.edu >

PAPERS
Gal Ariely
(Ben-Gurion U of the Negev, Israel)
< galariel@bgu.ac.il >
Globalization and the Relations between Nationalism,
Constructive Patriotism and Attitudes toward Immigrants

Andrea Carla
(U of Dayton, US)
< carlandrea18@gmail.com >
New and Old Minorities:
How South Tyrolean Political Parties deal with Migration

Yossi Harpaz
(Princeton U, US)
< yharpaz@princeton.edu >
Israelis with a European Passport:
Dual Citizenship between National Identity and Economic Instrumentality

Sanjay Jeram
(Brock U, Canada)
< sjeram@brocku.ca >
Immigration Integration in Multinational Settings:
A Comparative Analysis of the Basque Country and Flanders

Lucio Castracani
(U de Montréal, Canada)
< lucio.castracani@umontreal.ca >
Moving Boundary: Lampedusa — Between Crisis and Identity Production

DISCUSSANT
Volha Charnysh
(Harvard U, US)
< vcharnysh@fas.harvard.edu >
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH   SESSION X   11:20 AM – 1:20 PM

PANEL B02
Book Panel on Keith Brown’s Loyal Unto Death: Trust and Terror in Revolutionary Macedonia (Indiana University Press, 2013)

CHAIR
Chip Gagnon
(Ithaca College, NY)
< vgagnon@ithaca.edu >

PARTICIPANTS
Isa Blumi
(Georgia State U, US)
< iblumi@gsu.edu >

Ulf Brunnbauer
(Institute for East and Southeast European Studies, Germany)
< ulf.brunnbauer@ur.de >

Nadine Akhund
(IRICE, Paris, France)
< nadine.akhund@gmail.com >

Keith Brown
(Brown U, US)
< keith_brown@brown.edu >
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH   SESSION X   11:20 AM – 1:20 PM

PANEL B013

*Book Panel on Alex Cooley’s Great Games, Local Rules (Oxford University Press, 2012)*

**CHAIR**

Kathleen A. Collins  
(U of Minnesota, US)  
< colli433@umn.edu >

**PARTICIPANTS**

Eric McGlinchey  
(George Mason U, US)  
< emcglinc@gmu.edu >

Edward Schatz  
(U of Toronto, Canada)  
< ed.schatz@utoronto.ca >

Erica Marat  
(American U, DC, US)  
< erica.marat@gmail.com >

Alexander Cooley  
(Barnard College, US)  
< ac210@columbia.edu >
PANEL BK10

Dynamics of Violence and Radicalisation in the Former Yugoslavia

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS

Mila Dragojevic
(U of the South, US)
< midragoj@sewanee.edu >

Vjeran Pavlakovic
(U of Rijeka, Croatia)
<vjeranp@gmail.com >

From Remembrance to Mass Violence: The Case of Gospić

Sladjana Lasic
(Norwegian U of Science and Technology, Trondheim)
<lazic@svt.ntnu.no >

Local Explanations of State Violence: Narratives of Victimhood and/or Heroism

Philippe Roseberry
(Queen’s U, Canada)
< philippe.roseberry@queensu.ca >

Fighting to Keep Fighting: Spoilers and Ethnic Civil War Persistence in the Bosnian and Croatian Conflicts

Gordana Bozic
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
< gorbozic@yahoo.ca >

“We Were Not Trained For Civil War Or Ethnic War“:
The Police and the Bosnian War

Marko Zilovic
(U of Belgrade, Serbia)
< marko.zilovic@gmail.com >

Organizing Ethnic Parties and Armed Militias in New Multi-Ethnic Democracies: A Theory Building Case of former Yugoslavia

DISCUSSANT

David Kanin
(Johns Hopkins U, US)
<dakanin@verizon.net >
PANEL BK24  
*Class, Gender and Media in Croatia*

**CHAIR**  
Igor Štiks  
(U of Edinburgh, UK)  
<i.i.stiks@ed.ac.uk>

**PAPERS**

**Ivana Djuric**  
(Independent Researcher, Croatia)  
<i.ivana_duric@yahoo.com>  
*The Croatian Media Discourse, Rhetoric of Violence and Ethno-Political Mobilization during the 1990 Parliamentary Elections*

**Breda Luthar**  
**Andreja Trdina**  
(U of Ljubljana, Slovenia)  
<i.breda.luthar@fdv.uni-lj.si>, <i.andreja.trdina@fdv.uni-lj.si>  
*Reinventing Nationality through Class and Gender in Popular Culture in Croatia and Slovenia*

**Danijela Dolenec**  
(U of Zagreb, Croatia)  
<i.ddolenec@fpzg.hr>  
*No Class Conflict? The Absent Socioeconomic Cleavage in Croatia as a Failure of Representative Democracy*

**DISCUSSANT**  
Sally A. Kent  
(U of Wisconsin, Stevens-Point, US)  
<i.skent@uwsp.edu>
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH SESSION XI 2:50 – 4:50 PM

PANEL BK26

Reflections on the 40th Anniversary of the Society for Slovene Studies (Special Event)

CHAIR
Raymond Miller
(Bowdoin College, US)
< rmiller@bowdoin.edu >

PARTICIPANTS
Timothy Pogacar
(Bowling Green SU)
< pogacar@bgsu.edu >

Gregor Kranjc
(Brock U, Canada)
< gkranjc@brocku.ca >

Carole Rogel
(Ohio State U, US)
< rogel.1@osu.edu >

Oto Luthar
(Scientific Research Center, Slovenia)
< oto.luthar@zrc-sazu.si >
PANEL CE5

Voices from the Exiled and Deported

CHAIR

Diana Blank
(Yale U, US)
< dianarblank@gmail.com >

PAPERS

Maria Denisa Albu
(Independent Researcher, US)
< albudenisa@gmail.com >
Politics in Romanian Exile Literature and the Pressure of History

Cristian Cercel
(New Europe College, Romania)
< ccercel@nec.ro >
The Deportation of Romanian Germans to the Soviet Union and Its Meaning for the Transylvanian Saxon Elites in Germany in the 1950s and 1960s

Jaroslaw Martyniuk
(Independent Researcher, DC, US)
< martyniukj@gmail.com >
Family Voices from the Gulag: Vorkuta, Krasnoyarsk and Kolyma

Li Bennich-Björkman
(Uppsala U, Sweden)
< li.bennich-bjorkman@statsvet.uu.se >
Bosnian and Estonian Refugee Communities in Exile: The Mending of Interrupted Lives through Narrative

Agron Alibali
(U of Massachusetts, Boston, US)
< aalibali@yahoo.com >
Repatriation of the Chamerians Under International Law

DISCUSSANT

Erin Carll
(PILnet, NY, US)
< erincarllasn@gmail.com >
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH  SESSION XI  2:50 – 4:50 PM

PANEL CE20  
Contestation and Political Memory

CHAIR  
Natalia Stepaniuk  
(U of Ottawa, Canada)  
< natalia.stepaniuk@gmail.com >

PAPERS  
Elisabeth Kuebler  
(U of Vienna, Czech Republic)  
< elisabeth.kuebler@univie.ac.at >  
Reconciling National Politics of Holocaust Remembrance in the Council of Europe

Zuzana Kasáková  
(Charles U, Czech Republic)  
< kasakova@fsv.cuni.cz >  
Using Historical Memory in the Political Debate on the Role of the Czech Republic in the EU

Piotr S. Kisiel  
(European U Institute, Italy)  
< piotr.kisiel@eui.eu >  
From the Battle of Grunwald to the Battle of Memory

DISCUSSANT  
Laura Ardava  
(U of Latvia, Riga)  
< laura_ardava@inbox.lv >
PANEL EU6

Ethnic Activism and Nationalist Mobilization in China and Beyond

CHAIR

Sean Roberts
(George Washington U, US)
< seanrr@gwu.edu >

PAPERS

Wen Zha
(National U of Singapore, Singapore)
< wenzha1117@hotmail.com >
Self-Interested Patriots:
Nationalist Mobilization and Individual Choice in Chinese History

Catherine Ingram
(U of London, UK/U of Melbourne, Australia)
< catherineingram11@gmail.com >
Divergent Perceptions of the Nationalist Dimensions of Minority Cultural Heritage in Southwestern China

Allison Quatrini
(George Washington U, US)
< quatrini@gwmail.gwu.edu >

Yitzhak Shichor
(Hebrew U/Haifa U, Israel)
< msshic@mscc.huji.ac.il >
Nuisance Value: Uyghur Activism in Germany and Beijing-Berlin Relations

DISCUSSANT

Marie-Eve Reny
(U of Chicago, US)
< mreny@uchicago.edu >
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH  SESSION XI  2:50 – 4:50 PM

PANEL K3
Conflicts and Violence in the North Caucasus

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS
Samuel Spycher
(U of Basel, Switzerland)
< samuel.spycher@unibas.ch >
Imperial Heritage in Literature: A New Reading of Post-Soviet Narratives on Military Conflicts in the Caucasus

Jean-François Ratelle
(George Washington U, US)
< ratelle@gwu.edu >
Ending Civil Wars: Understanding Disengagement and De-Radicalisation Processes in Bosnia and in the North Caucasus

Tomáš Šmíd
(Masaryk U, Czech Republic)
< tom.smid79@gmail.com >
The Terrorismus-Organized Crime Nexus in Contemporary Chechnya

Sufian Zhemukhov
(George Washington U, US)
< zhemukho@gwu.edu >
Security, Religion, and the State in the North Caucasus

DISCUSSANT
Mikail Mamedov
(Georgetown U, US)
< mamedorm@georgetown.edu >

● ● ●
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH  SESSION XI  2:50 – 4:50 PM

PANEL TK5
Political Competition and the Kurdish Conflict

CHAIR
Ozan Arslan
(Izmir U of Economics, Turkey)
< ozan.arslan@ieu.edu.tr >

PAPERS
Beyza Büyüker
(U of Illinois, Urbana, US)
< beyzabuyuker@gmail.com >
Murat Somer
(Koc U, Turkey)
< musomer@ku.edu.tr >
Comparing Religious and Secular Elite Views and Policies Toward Muslim and Non-Muslim Minorities

Fred Cocozzelli
(S. John’s U, US)
< cocozzef@stjohns.edu >
Political Fragmentation, Consolidation and Voter Learning in Turkey, 2002-2011

Feryaz Ocakli
(Skidmore College, US)
< focakli@skidmore.edu >
Civil Society and Local Political Contestation

DISCUSSANT
David Cuthell
(Columbia U, US)
< dcc@turkishstudies.org >
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH  SESSION XI  2:50 – 4:50 PM

PANEL U3
Forging Women’s Rights in Contemporary Ukraine

CHAIR
Alexandra Hrycak
(Reed College, US)
<hrycak@reed.edu>

PAPERS
Martha Kichorowska Kebalo
(Independent Researcher, US)
<mkebalo@aol.com>
_Ukraine’s Gendered Diaspora: Reactions and Dilemmas 2012_

Iryna Koshulap
(Central European U, Hungary)
<i koshulap@yahoo.com>
_Make it or Break it: Women’s Empowerment and the Diaspora’s Relationship with the State of Ukraine_

Olga Plakhotnik
(National Aerospace U, Ukraine/U of South Florida, US)
<olga.plakhotnik@gmail.com>
_The Femen Phenomenon as a Challenge for Gender Theory and Ukrainian Civic Society_

Olena Hankivsky
(Simon Fraser U, Canada)
<oah@sfu.ca>
_Stop Gender in Ukraine_

DISCUSSANT
Marian Rubchak
(Valparaiso U, US)
<marian.rubchak@valpo.edu>
SUNDAY APRIL 20TH  SESSION XI  2:50 – 4:50 PM

PANEL U8

Remembering World War II

CHAIR

Ioulia Shukan
(U of Paris Ouest Nanterre, France)
<i>ioulia.shukan@gmail.com</i>

PAPERS

André Liebich
(Graduate Institute, Geneva, Switzerland)
<i>andre.liebich@graduateinstitute.ch</i>
Bandera: Memorialization and Commemoration

Olha Ostriitchouk
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
<i>ostriitchouk@yahoo.ca</i>
Collective Remembering and Local Dynamics: The Case of Brody District

Nadja Weck
(U of Vienna, Austria)
<i>nadja.weck@univie.ac.at</i>
Selective Memory and Competition of Victims:
Dealing with the Holocaust in the Western Ukrainian Town Sambir

Dominique Arel
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
<i>darel@uottawa.ca</i>
Mass Violence in Ukraine During World War II:
Historiography, Memory, and Ethics

DISCUSSANT

Oxana Shevel
(Tufts U, US)
<i>oxana.shevel@tufts.edu</i>
PANEL R11
Russia and the Politics of Migration and Diaspora

CHAIR
Lydia Hamilton
(Harriman Institute, Columbia U, US)
< lch2111@columbia.edu >

PAPERS
Ande Reisman
(U of Washington, US)
< areisman@uw.edu >
I’m from Russia, but I’m Turkish’: Seattle’s Meskhetian Turkish Refugees Navigating Being and Belonging Transnationally

Anna Petrov Ronell
(MIT, US)
< ronell@mit.edu >
Skolkovo Innovation City: A Russian Experiment in Global Mobility

Olga Zeveleva
(Higher School of Economics, Moscow, Russia)
< olga.zeveleva@gmail.com >
Political Aspects of Repatriation: A Comparative Analysis of Germany, Russia, and Kazakhstan

Dina Zisserman-Brodsky
(Ben-Gurion U of the Negev, Israel)
< dinazb@bgu.ac.il >
Politics and Intergenerational Transmission in Immigrant Families

DISCUSSANT
Lisa Koriouchkina
(Independent Researcher, Williamstown, MA, US)
<lisa.koriouchkina@gmail.com>
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH  SESSION XI  2:50 – 4:50 PM

PANEL N6
*Sovereignty, Autonomy, Independence*

**CHAIR**
Julie Mostov  
(Drexel U, US)  
< mostovj@drexel.edu >

**PANELISTS**
Valeriy Dzutsev  
David Siroky  
(Arizona State U, US)  
< vdzutsev@asu.edu > < david.siroky@asu.edu >

*The Differential Demand for Indirect Rule:  
Outlines of a Theory with Evidence from the North Caucasus*

Stephen Deets  
(Babson College, US)  
< sdeets@babson.edu >

*Communalism and Care: Health, Education and Social Welfare in Lebanon*

Lionel Baixas  
(SciencesPo, Paris, France)  
< lionel.baixas@gmail.com >

*Memory of Partition and Partition of Memory Between India and Pakistan*

Catherine Frost  
(McMaster U, Canada)  
< frostc@mcmaster.ca >

*Founding and Forgetting:  
The Strange Case of Ireland’s Proclamation of Independence*

Arno van der Zwet  
(U of Strathclyde, UK)  
< Arno.van-der-zwet@strath.ac.uk >

*Unpacking National Identity in Autonomist Parties:  
Conceptions of National Identity in the Scottish Party and the Frisian National Party*

**DISCUSSANT**
Karlo Basta  
(Memorial U of Newfoundland, Canada)  
< kbasta@mun.ca >
PANEL B06

*Book Panel on Morgan Liu’s Under Solomon’s Throne: Uzbek Visions of Renewal in Osh (University of Pittsburgh Press, 2012)*

**CHAIR**

Michele Commercio  
(U of Vermont, US)  
< michele.commercio@uvm.edu >

**PARTICIPANTS**

David Abramson  
(US Department of State, DC)  
< abraham@msn.com >

Adrienne Lynn Edgar  
(U of California, Santa Barbara, US)  
< edgar@history.ucsb.edu >

Edward Schatz  
(U of Toronto, Canada)  
< ed.schatz@utoronto.ca >

Morgan Liu  
(Ohio State U, US)  
< liu.737@osu.edu >
PANEL SE1
*How to Get an Article Published (Workshop)*

**WORKSHOP LEADER**

**Florian Bieber**  
(U of Graz, Austria)  
< florian.bieber@uni-graz.at >  
*Outgoing Editor of Nationalities Papers*

**PARTICIPANTS**

**Peter Rutland**  
(Wesleyan U, US)  
< prutland@wesleyan.edu >  
*Incoming Editor of Nationalities Papers*

**Adam Fagan**  
(Queen Mary, U of London, UK)  
< a.fagan@qmul.ac.uk >  
*Editor of Eastern European Politics*

**Stefan Wolff**  
(U of Birmingham, UK)  
< stefan@stefanwolff.com >  
*Editor of Ethnopolitics*

**Gerald Dorey**  
(Taylor & Francis, UK)  
< gerald.dorey@tandf.co.uk >  
*Publisher of Nationalities Papers and Ethnopolitics*
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH  SESSION XII  5:10 – 7:10 PM

PANEL BK2
The Milošević Trial: An Autopsy (Roundtable)

CHAIR
TBA

PARTICIPANTS
Klaus Bachmann
(Warsaw School of Social Sciences and Humanities, Poland)
<k.bachmann@feps.pl>
Framing the Trial of the Century: Influences of, and on, International Media

Florian Bieber
(U of Graz, Austria)
<florian.bieber@uni-graz.at>
The Show and the Trial: The Political Death of Milošević

Alexander Greenawalt
(Pace U School of Law, US)
<agreenawalt@law.pace.edu>
Milošević and the Justice of Peace

Frances Trix
(Indiana U, US)
<ftrix@indiana.edu>
Underwhelmed: Kosovar Albanians’ Reactions to the Milošević Trial

Timothy Waters
(Indiana U, US)
<tiwaters@indiana.edu>
Dead Man’s Tale: Searching for Judgment after Death in a War Crimes Trial
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH  SESSION XII  5:10 – 7:10 PM

PANEL BK12

Europeanisation and the Western Balkans

CHAIR

Penelope Gjurchilova
(Visiting Scholar, Harriman Institute, Columbia U, US)
< penelopa2100@me.com >

PAPERS

Jelena Džankić
(European U Institute, Italy)
< dzankic@gmail.com >
The Unbearable Lightness of Europeanisation: Extradition Policies and the Erosion of Sovereignty in the Post-Yugoslav States

Adam Fagan
(Queen Mary, U of London, UK)
< a.fagan@qmul.ac.uk >
Democracy Promotion in the Western Balkans:
EU Assistance in Comparative Perspective

Marko Kmezic
(U of Graz, Austria)
< marko.kmezic@uni-graz.at >
Europeanization by Rule of Law Implementation in South Eastern Europe

Simeon Mitropolitski
(Independent Researcher, Canada)
< simeon.mitropolitski@umontreal.ca >
National Divergences Under Federal Hegemony:
Balkan Cultural Responses to the New European Identity

Hilde Katrine Haug
(U of Oslo, Norway)
< h.k.haug@ilos.uio.no >
Who are our Friends and Enemies?
Europeanisation and anti-Globalisation Discourses in Serbia

DISCUSSANT

Arolda Elbasani
(European U Institute, Italy)
< arolda.elbasani@eui.eu >
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH  SESSION XII  5:10 – 7:10 PM

PANEL CE6
Of Memory, Migration, and the Nation

CHAIR
Elisabeth Kuebler
(U of Vienna, Czech Republic)
< elisabeth.kuebler@univie.ac.at >

PAPERS
Maria Stoilkova
(U of Florida, US)
< stoilkov@ufl.edu >
Cyber Citizenship and the Refugee:
On the Immigration Debate in Bulgaria

Diana Blank
(Yale U, US)
< dianarblank@gmail.com >
Mired in the Margins: Ukraine’s Abusive Refugee Regime

Magda Giurcanu
(U of Florida, US)
< magiur@ufl.edu >
The Far Right and the “Other” at Election Times in France and Romania

Esther Romeyn
(U of Florida, US)
< esromeyn@ufl.edu >
Refugees in Jeopardy: Quizzing Asylum Seekers in Reel Time

Anna Muller
(U of Florida, US)
< anmuller@ufl.edu >
The Ghosts of the Past and the European Union:
Polish Memory Debates about Katyn and Jedwabne

DISCUSSANT
Alena Pfoser
(Loughborough U, UK)
< a.pfoser@lboro.ac.uk >
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH  SESSION XII  5:10 – 7:10 PM

PANEL CE11
Fascism and Nazism in the Early 20th Century:
Diffusion and Resistance

CHAIR
Agathe Manikowski
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
< agathe.manikowski@gmail.com >

PAPERS
Taís Campelo Lucas
(Pontifical Catholic U of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil)
< tactac@gmail.com >
A Little Piece of Nazism:
The Proper Characteristics of a Nazi Group in Southern Brazil

Liviu Iacob
(U College London, UK)
< liviuiacob2005@gmail.com >
Fascist Organization and Structure:
The Case Study of Romania’s Legionary Movement (Iron Guard)

Peter Polak-Springer
(U of Qatar, Qatar)
< ppspringer@qu.edu.qa >
A “Volksdeutsche Resistance Movement?": Local Responses to Nazi Policies
Towards the ‘Nationally Indifferent’ in Eastern Upper Silesia, 1939-1945

DISCUSSANT
Richard Frankel
(U of Louisiana, US)
< frankel@louisiana.edu >
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PANEL CE12
Culture, Media and Identity Construction in Central Europe

CHAIR
Danijela Majstorovic
(UCLA, US)
< majstorovic.danijela@gmail.com >

PAPERS
Julien Danero Iglesias
(U Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium)
< jdaneroi@ulb.ac.be >
Constructing the Nation Through the Eurovision Moldova, 2005-2011

Nadia Kaneva
(U of Denver, US)
< nkaneva@du.edu >
Mediating Post-Socialist Femininity:
Representing the Female Body in the Age of Commercial Media

Cécile Moore
(U of Bologna, Italy)
< cecile.lavrut@gmail.com >
What’s in a Name? The Renaming of Public Spaces in Budapest
and How it Reflects the Divided Politics of the Modern Hungarian Identity

Jurgita Staniškytė
(Vytautas Magnus U, Lithuania)
< j.staniskyte@mf.vdu.lt >
From Party Convention to Social Theatre:
Performing Politics on Contemporary Baltic Stage

DISCUSSANT
Slawomir Lodzinski
(Warsaw U, Poland)
< s.lodzinski@uw.edu.pl >
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PANEL EU2

Post-Conflict Reconstruction in Tajikistan

CHAIR

Morgan Liu
(Ohio State U, US)
< liu.737@osu.edu >

PAPERS

Hélène Thibault
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
< hthib097@uottawa.ca >
Managing Religious Uniformity in Tajikistan

Damon Lynch
(U of Minnesota, US)
< lynch355@umn.edu >
Greed, Lust, War and Peace: The 2012 Battle for Khorog, Tajikistan

Shakhnoza Nozimova
(George Mason U, US)
< nazimovas@gmail.com >
Divergent International Reactions to Conflict Management in Tajikistan: Rasht 2010 and Khorog 2012

Jonathan Zartman
(Air University, US)
< jkzartman@yahoo.com >
Searching for the Man of Peace: Traditional, Cultural, Islamic Mediation

DISCUSSANT

Olivier Ferrando
(IFEAC, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan)
< olivierferrando@gmail.com >
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PANEL EU5
Building States and Regimes in Comparative Perspective

CHAIR
Leslie Hough
(Yale U, US)
< leslie.hough@yale.edu >

PAPERS
Boris Barkanov
(Harvard U, US)
< bvbarkanov@mail.wvu.edu >
Varieties of Statehood:
Changes in Russia’s Natural Gas Relations with Turkmenistan since 1992

Adrien Fauve
(SciencesPo, Paris, France)
< adrien.fauve@gmail.com >
The Marketing State: Global Nation-Branding that Occults Authoritarian Rule —
The Case of Kazakhstan

Assel Rustemova
(Gediz U, Turkey)
< asselek@yahoo.com >
Between Distribution and Procedure:
Why Islamist Groups Come After the Fall of Authoritarian Rulers

Dina Sharipova
(Indiana U, US)
< disharip@indiana.edu >
“From the Client’s Point (s) of View”:
Healthcare Provision in post-Soviet Kazakhstan

DISCUSSANT
Fred Cocozzelli
(St. John’s U, US)
< cocozze@stjohns.edu >
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PANEL R10
Identity in Tsarist Russia

CHAIR
Julia Fein
(Rutgers U, US)
< jfein@history.rutgers.edu >

PAPERS
Ilkka Liikanen
(U of Eastern Finland, Finland)
< ilkka.liikanen@uef.fi >
Finland in the Peace Treaties between Russia and Sweden 1323-1809: Nationality, State and Territoriality in the Shaping of Borders of Finland

Philippa Hetherington
(Harvard U, US)
< phether@fas.harvard.edu >
Smuggled from the Pale: “Illegal” Emigration from the Russian Empire and the Russian Jewish Philanthropic Response, 1881-1917

James Meyer
(Montana State U, US)
< james.meyer7@montana.edu >
Mass Politics, Muslim Communities, and the Russian Revolution of 1905

Anne Vithayathil
(Indiana U, US)
< anjvitha@indiana.edu >
Pandemics and Paranoia: The Challenges of State Medicine in the Russian Empire, 1892-1910

DISCUSSANT
Susan Smith-Peter
(College of Staten Island/CUNY, US)
< Susan.SmithPeter@csi.cuny.edu >

● ● ●
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PANEL TK2
Renegotiating Cultural Sites, Memory, and Multiculturalism in Eastern Europe and Mediterranean

CHAIR
TBA

PAPERS
Aslı Iğsız
(NYU, US)
< asli.igsiz@nyu.edu >
Palimpsests of “Multiculturalism”: The Greco-Turkish Compulsory Religious Minority Exchange Museum in Istanbul

Elektra Kostopoulou
(NYU, US)
< ek1819@nyu.edu >
From Mosque to Mosque: Past and Present Images of Islamic Space in Greece

Olga Linkiewicz
(NYU, US)
< opl209@nyu.edu >
Eastern European Towns in the Context of Networking Memory Research

DISCUSSANT
Tarik Cyril Amar
(Columbia U, US)
< tca2109@columbia.edu >
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PANEL U2

Researching the Holodomor

CHAIR

TBA

PAPERS

Oleh Wolowyna
(U of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, US)
< olehw@aol.com >

Nataliia Levchuk
(Institute for Demography, Kyïv, Ukraine)
< levchuk.nata@gmail.com >

Urban-Rural Dynamics of the 1932-193 Famine Losses in Ukraine

Joseph Livesey
(NYU, US)
< jfl322@nyu.edu >

Stalinist Humanitarianism: State Practices in the Soviet Countryside during the Famine in Ukraine, 1932-1933

Monica Eppinger
(Saint-Louis U, US)
< monica.eppinger@aya.yale.edu >

Ukrainskiy Khlib: Holodomor, Grain Confiscation, and the Contemporary Ukrainian State

Yaroslav Bilinsky
(U of Delaware, US)
< yby@udel.edu >

Two Monuments in Washington: The Politics Behind the Shevchenko and Holodomor Monuments

DISCUSSANTS

David Marples
(U of Alberta, Canada)
< drmarples@gmail.com >

Myron Stachiw
(UMass Amherst, US)
< myron.stachiw@gmail.com >
PANEL B03

Book Panel on Harris Mylonas’ The Politics of Nation-Building: Making Co-Nationals, Refugees, and Minorities
(Cambridge University Press, 2012)

CHAIR
Fotini Christia
(MIT, US)
< cfootini@mit.edu >

PARTICIPANTS
Yoshiko Herrera
(U of Wisconsin, US)
<yherrera@wisc.edu >

Charles King
(Georgetown U, US)
< kingch@georgetown.edu >

Andreas Wimmer
(Princeton U, US)
< awimmer@princeton.edu >

Harris Mylonas
(George Washington U, US)
< mylonas@gwu.edu >
SATURDAY APRIL 20TH  SESSION XII  5:10 – 7:10 PM

PANEL B014
Book Panel on Kimberly Marten’s Warlords:
Strong-arm Brokers in Weak States (Cornell University Press, 2012)

CHAIR
Peter Rutland
(Wesleyan U, US)
< prutland@wesleyan.edu >

PARTICIPANTS
Jesse R. Driscoll
(U of California San Diego, US)
< jdriscoll@ucsd.edu >

Austin Long
(SIPA, Columbia U, US)
< al2866@columbia.edu >

Dipali Mukhopadhyay
(SIPA, Columbia U, US)
< dm2917@columbia.edu >

Kimberly Marten
(Columbia U, US)
< km2225@columbia.edu >

● ● ●
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PANEL N4

*Nation Building*

**CHAIR**

David Siroky  
(Arizona State U, US)  
< david.siroky@asu.edu >

**PAPERS**

Tatiana Neumann  
(Yale U, US)  
< tatiana.neumann@yale.edu >

*Embracing Conceptual Confusion in the Study of Nationalism*

Yu Sasaki  
(U of Washington, US)  
< ys253@uw.edu >

*Is the State Necessary for Nations?  
A Comparative Analysis of the State’s Role*

Sayaka Chatani  
(Columbia U, US)  
< sc2049@columbia.edu >

*Youth Mobilization in the Japanese Nation-Empire:  
Towards a Social Theory of Nationalism*

Youyi Zhang  
(George Washington U, US)  
< zhangyouyidan@gmail.com >

*Reconciliation with Resentment:  
Anti-Unification Nationalism in Divided Nations*

**DISCUSSANT**

Scott Weiner  
(George Washington U, US)  
< sweiner@gwu.edu >
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PANEL TH2
Youth and Politics in Post-Communist States (Roundtable)

CHAIR
Valerie Sperling
(Clark U, US)
< vsperling@clarku.edu >

PRESENTATIONS
Olena Nikolayenko
(Fordham U, US)
< onikolayenko@fordham.edu >
Conceptualizing the Definition of Youth in Eurasia

Nadia Diuk
(National Endowment for Democracy, US)
< nadia@ned.org >
The Next Generation in Russia, Ukraine, and Azerbaijan

Emily S. Channell
(CUNY, US)
< EChannell@gc.cuny.edu >
Postsocialist Youth in Ukraine

Robyn Angley
(Harvard U, US)
< rangley@fas.harvard.edu >
Youth Activism and Georgian Political Change, 2001-2012

DISCUSSANT
Bohdan Pechenyak
(Independent Researcher, US)
< znak25@gmail.com >
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PANEL TH4
*International Peace: From One Century to the Next*

**CHAIR**

*Isabelle Fortin*
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
< ifort059@uottawa.ca >

**PAPERS**

*Katherine Sorrels*
(U of Cincinnati, US)
< katherine.sorrels@uc.edu >
*Austrian Jewish Pacifism and the Ideal of European Unity in the First Half of the Twentieth Century*

*Nadine Akhund*
(IRICE, Paris, France)
< nadine.akhund@gmail.com >
*A Transnational Network: The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace*

*Sabine Mannitz*
(Peace Research Institute, Frankfurt, Germany)
< mannz@hsfk.de >
*How Post-National Can a Soldier Be? Personal and Functional Dilemmas of the New Images of the Soldier*

**DISCUSSANT**

*Bohdan Pechenyak*
(Independent Researcher, US)
< znak25@gmail.com >